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Intheories and studies of persuasion, people's personal knowledge about persuasion
agents' goals and tactics, and about how to skillfully cope with these, has been
ignored. We present a model of how people develop and use persuasion knowledge
to cope with persuasion attempts. We discuss what the model implies about how
consumers use marketers' advertising and selling attempts to refine their product
attitudes and attitudes toward the marketers themselves. We also explain how this
model relates to prior research on consumer behavior and persuasion and what it
suggests about the future conduct of consumer research.

One

of a consumer'sprimarytasks is to interpret
and cope with marketers'sales presentationsand
advertising. Over time consumers develop personal
knowledgeabout the tactics used in these persuasion
attempts. This knowledge helps them identify how,
when, and why marketerstry to influencethem. It also
helps them adaptivelyrespondto these persuasionattempts so as to achieve their own goals. Althoughcurrenttheoriesof persuasionhave neglectedpeople'spersuasionknowledge,we believeit is unrealisticto assume
such knowledgeis inactive or inconsequentialduring
persuasionepisodes. Our goal is to presenta model of
how people'spersuasionknowledgeinfluencestheir re?ponsesto persuasionattempts. We call this the Persuasion KnowledgeModel (PKM). Wright(1985) discussed this topic informally, referringto persuasion
knowledgeas a "schemerschema."Here, we discussin
depth the nature and development of persuasion
knowledgeand how people use it to interpret,evaluate,
and respondto influenceattemptsfrom advertisersand
salespeople.In doing so, we offera broadenedconceptualizationof persuasionthat emphasizesa consumer's
capacityto learnabout persuasionover time, including
how to manage their own psychological activities in
persuasionepisodes.

The Persuasion Knowledge Model presumes that
people'spersuasionknowledgeis developmentallycontingent. Within individuals, it continues developing
throughoutthe life span. It is also, to some degree,historically contingent. The culturallysupplied folk wisdom on persuasionchangesovertime, so that each generation's and culture's thinking may differ somewhat
fromthat of pastgenerationsand othercultures.People
learn about persuasionin many ways: from firsthand
experiencesin social interactionswith friends, family,
and co-workers;from conversationsabouthow people's
thoughts, feelings, and behaviors can be influenced;
from observingmarketersand other known persuasion
agents;and from commentaryon advertisingand marketing tactics in the news media. As a consequence of
this learning,over time the effectsof certainactions by
persuasion agents (e.g., advertisers, salespeople) on
people'sattitudesand behaviorwill also change,because
people'spersuasionknowledgeshapeshow they respond
as persuasiontargets.Some number of empiricalfindings on persuasioneffectswill, therefore,have a "that
was then and there;this is here and now" characterto
them. A complete theory of persuasion must explain
how people develop persuasion knowledge, how persuasionknowledgeis usedin varioustypesof persuasion
episodes,and how changesin that knowledgealterwhat
occurs. Our goal in this articleis to begin the construction of such a theory of persuasion.
The persuasiontheories or models that have influenced consumer researchprovide no explicit role for
audience members' persuasion knowledge (Anderson
1981;Chaiken 1987; Fishbeinand Azjen 1981;Greenwald 1968; Hovland, Janis, and Kelley 1953; Kisielius
and Sternthal 1984; McGuire 1969a; Petty and Cacioppo 1986).Attributiontheoryaccountsof persuasion
have offeredpartialinsight into consumers'capacities
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to interpret advertisers' and salespeople's behaviors
(e.g., Eagly, Wood, and Chaiken 1981; Folkes 1988;
Settle and Golden 1974; Smith and Hunt 1978; Sparkman and Locander 1980). In addition, people's persuasion expertise is not among the audience characteristics
studied as moderators of persuasion effects, and we
found no instances in which researchers studying specific message tactics (e.g.,, fear arousal) treated subject
differences in knowledge about the tactic as a manipulated or measured variable. Nor have surveys of public
attitudes toward advertising probed consumers' beliefs
about the psychology of advertising (e.g., Bartos and
Dunn 1976; Bauer and Greyser 1968; Dyer and Shimp
1980; Moore and Moschis 1978; Reid and Soley 1982).
Finally, in bodies of research on persuasion in the context of bargaining and negotiation (e.g., Angelmar and
Stern 1978; Balakrishnan, Patton, and Lewis 1993;
Bazerman and Carroll 1987; Perdue and Summers
1991; Schurr and Ozanne 1985; Thompson 1990), or
political expertise (Fiske, Lau, and Smith 1990; Krosnick 1990; McGraw and Pinney 1990), there has been
little theoretical analysis of people's persuasion knowledge.
Theorizing about persuasion knowledge seems relevant to a number of research domains that interest consumer researchers. We will first describe the PKM, how
persuasion knowledge develops, and how people use
that knowledge to refine their attitudes toward products
and marketers. After laying this foundation, we will relate the PKM to past consumer research and explain
the model's implications for the conduct of future research on persuasion and consumer behavior.
It is also the case that the persuasion knowledge held
by marketers, advertisers, and salespeople guides their
design and delivery of persuasion attempts. However,
in this article we will focus almost entirely on explaining
how consumers develop and use persuasion knowledge
because understanding this is itself a complex task. Although we have limited our discussion in this way, we
believe that the conceptualizations we present give direction for an integrated theory of the knowledge and
behavior of both consumers and marketers, a topic we
return to in the closing section.

THE PERSUASION
KNOWLEDGE MODEL
Overview and Terminology
We intend the model depicted in Figure 1 to have
broad application across a variety of persuasion contexts
and to encourage researchers to revise their conceptions
of persuasion. Accordingly, we first present a conceptualization of persuasion that depicts the phenomenon
from the points of view of both parties to the interaction
and that uses several terms not commonly found in
prior research on persuasion or consumer behavior.
First, we use the term "targets" to refer to those people for whom a persuasion attempt is intended (e.g.,
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FIGURE 1
THE PERSUASION KNOWLEDGEMODEL
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consumers, voters). Second, we use "agent" to represent
whomever a target identifies as being responsible for
designing and constructing a persuasion attempt (e.g.,
the company responsible for an advertising campaign;
an individual salesperson). Third, we use persuasion
"attempt" (rather than ad, sales presentation, or message) to describe a target's perception of an agent's strategic behavior in presenting information designed to
influence someone's beliefs, attitudes, decisions, or actions (the bottom circle in Fig. 1). This strategic behavior is not limited to what the agent defines as "the message" (although this perspective dominates persuasion
research), but includes the target's perceptions of how
and why the agent has designed, constructed, and delivered the observable message(s). From a consumer's
the directly observable pDartof an agent's
pDerspDective,
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attempt as including any and all message deliveries by
the agent on the same topic, and it may encompass a
single ad or sales/service encounter, or multiple episodes
in an orchestrated series of ads or presentations from
the same agent (e.g., a pool of TV ads, a multimedia
ad campaign, a salesperson's extended "relationship"
marketing campaign).
To capture what targets try to do in response to a
persuasion attempt, we use the term "cope" (i.e., to
contend or strive, especially on even terms or with success). This term implies resourceful participants who
pursue their own goals and have the ability to select
response tactics from their own repertoire, akin to the
way agents select persuasion tactics. The term "cope"
is neutral with respect to the direction of targets' responses. In particular, we do not assume that people
invariably or even typically use their persuasion knowledge to resist a persuasion attempt. Rather, their overriding goal is simply to maintain control over the outcome(s) and thereby achieve whatever mix of goals is
salient to them. To a target, "persuasion coping behavior" encompasses not only their cognitive and physical
actions during any one persuasion episode, but also any
thinking they do about an agent's persuasion behavior
in anticipation of a persuasion attempt, as well as between and after episodes in a campaign. Conceptualizing coping behavior this way makes clear that consumers' knowledge-based expectations about persuasion
attempts (Goodstein 1993) and memories about the
features of persuasion attempts (Friestad and Thorson
1993; Schmidt and Sherman 1984) are an important
resource to them.
To illustrate further the generality of the conceptual
framework in Figure 1, note that it can serve to represent
a single individual's construal of persuasion as a phenomenon, not just the respective perspectives of two
different people. For example, in daily life, an individual
moves back and forth between the roles of target and
agent. As one's role shifts, one's perspective shifts, but
one's understanding of both roles is retained. Finally,
sometimes a person will shift roles and perspectives
within the course of an interaction, for example, when
a consumer tries to bargain or negotiate, or attempts
to induce a salesperson to change their selling tactics,
or in any other way seeks to influence a marketer's behavior. Therefore, the conceptual framework can be
applied to research on bargaining and counterpersuasion as well, although we do not deal with those contexts
in this article.

FundamentalAssumptions about the Use of
PersuasionKnowledge
In discussing the Persuasion Knowledge Model as it
applies to consumers' coping behaviors, we focus on
how three knowledge structures interact to shape and
determine the outcomes of persuasion attempts (see
Fig. 1). These are (1) persuasion knowledge; (2) agent
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knowledge, which consists of beliefs about the traits,
competencies, and goals of the persuasion agent (e.g.,
an advertiser, a salesperson); and (3) topic knowledge,
which consists of beliefs about the topic of the message
(e.g., a product, service, social cause, or candidate).
Consumers' persuasion- coping knowledge enables
them to recognize, analyze, interpret, evaluate, and remember persuasion attempts and to select and execute
coping tactics believed to be effective and appropriate.
Persuasion knowledge performs schemalike functions,
such as guiding consumers' attention to aspects of an
advertising campaign or sales presentation, providing
inferences about possible background conditions that
caused the agent to construct the attempt in that way,
generating predictions about the attempt's likely effects
on people, and evaluating its overall competence. Further, persuasion coping knowledge directs one's attention to one's own response goals and response options,
supplies situational information relevant to selecting
response tactics, predicts which tactics will best achieve
one's goal(s), evaluates the adequacy of one's coping
attempt, and retains useful information about how one
interpreted and coped with this particular persuasion
attempt.
In everyday life, people often move rapidly and
fluently between the roles of target and agent. Their
persuasion knowledge supports this flexibility by providing them with the resources necessary to do the basic
tasks of persuasion coping and persuasion production.
There is presumably a fairly close connection, therefore,
between people's coping knowledge and what they know
that helps them plan, construct, and execute their own
influence attempts. Hence, the knowledge a consumer
has available for persuasion coping purposes includes
what they believe about how to persuade others and
what they believe is generally known by others about
how to persuade.
Once we appreciate the many functions that persuasion knowledge performs, its value and scope become
apparent. It is a resource to which people must have
immediate access during any interaction in which the
need may arise to recognize and manage, or to construct
and deliver, a persuasion attempt. In short, for consumers it is a necessary resource in virtually all interactions with marketers. Consequently, we assume that
people access persuasion knowledge, at least partially,
whenever they want to understand what is going on as
they observe advertisements, sales presentations, or the
behaviors of service providers. Indeed, the simple judgment as to whether what they observe is, or is not, part
of a persuasion attempt comes from accessing persuasion knowledge.
It is important to realize that consumers may access
persuasion knowledge for reasons other than its value
to them in evaluating claims about a product or service.
As we will discuss in a later section, they often access
it because they are interested in judging what the agent
is like. Also, they may access it simply because they find
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it interestingto think about why ads and sales presentationsareconstructedas they are,that is, out of interest
in the generaltopic of persuasionor marketing.
In additionto activatingpersuasionknowledge,consumers will also activate agent knowledge and topic
knowledge,at some level, whenthey observeor interact
with marketers.Each of these three knowledge structures is potentiallyuseful, if only to comprehendwhat
is goingon. Of course,a consumer'sallocationof mental
resourcesdevotedto each of the threeknowledgestructures(persuasion,topic, agent)will varyacrossdifferent
persuasionepisodes.This will be influencedby how well
developed each body of knowledge is (e.g., a person
may know a lot about some advertisersor products,
and little about others),by the target'ssituationalgoals
and information-processing
opportunities,and by other
factorsthat affectthe use of any knowledgesystem (see
Batraand Ray [1986], Chaiken, Liberman,and Eagly
[1989], Goodstein [1993], and Petty and Cacioppo
[1986] for discussions of this in a persuasioncontext;
see Bargh [1989], Cohen and Basu [1987], Fiske and
Neuberg[1990], and Newman and Uleman [1989] for
more generaldiscussions).
Further,we assume that the degreeto which people
access their persuasionknowledge may shift over the
courseof a particularpersuasionepisode. For example,
someonewatchinga seeminglyfamiliarsortof television
ad may initiallypay little heedto persuasionknowledge
but then increasehis/her use of it upon noting something unpredictedin the ad's format.A consumer'suse
of persuasionknowledgemay also shift over the course
of observing a marketer's campaign. For example,
someone may draw mainly on product-category
knowledgeduringinitial exposuresto a campaign for
a new product,then increasehis/her use of persuasion
knowledgeas s/he is repeatedlyexposedto the same or
similarmessages.

The Content and Structureof Persuasion
Knowledge
To do the persuasion-relatedtasks of everydaylife,
people requireknowledgeabout the goals and actions
of persuasionagents and about the possible goals they
themselvesmight have and the actions they can take to
cope with persuasion attempts. Further, persuasion
knowledgewill containcausal-explanatory
beliefsabout
the psychologicalstates and processesthought to mediate the effectof one person'spersuasionattemptson
another person's ultimate actions. In fact, we believe
that both an individual consumer'spersuasionknowledge and the widely sharedfolk model of persuasionin
a culturewill resemblewhat Kelley (1983) called "perceived causal structures.""
He defined these as "a temporally orderednetworkof interconnectedcauses and
effects"(p. 333).
Beliefs about Psychological Mediators. People's
beliefsaboutthe importantpsychologicalactivitiesthat

agents might try to influence are a central element in
persuasionknowledge.Whatthese perceivedmediators
might be remainsto be discovered.Languageanalyses
reveal six general types of internal states or processes
representedin everydayEnglishdiscourse(D'Andrade
1987; Searle 1975;Vendler 1972):perceptions,beliefs,
feelings,desires,intentions, and resolutions.Otherpsychological activitiesreferencedin earlywritingson the
psychologyof advertisingand sellingincludedattention,
interest, belief, desire, remembering,confidence, conviction, andjudgment(Hall 1915;Kitson 1921;Sheldon
1911; Starch 1923; Strong 1925; St. Elmo Lewis 1898,
cited in Strong 1925). Laterpersuasionprocessmodels
proposedby psychologists,consumer researchers,and
marketingprofessionalshave cited these and a number
of other activities or states familiar to lay people, for
example, attitudes, associations, emotions, imagery,
reasoning, categorizing. Presumably, therefore, the
psychologicalevents that are thought of as mediators
(i.e., internalcauses)in consumers'conceptionsof persuasion will include some of the events referencedin
everydaypsychologicallanguageand cited in writings
on persuasion, advertising,and selling by persuasion
professionalsand researchers.
Beliefs aboutMarketers'Tactics. In our model, we
presume that an observablefeature (or pattern of features)of a persuasionattempttakeson meaningto people as a persuasiontactic only if they perceivea possible
causal connection between it and a psychologicalactivity they believe mediates persuasion.For example,
if someone perceivesthat attention, emotion, or trust
are mediators,then the inclusionof a celebrityendorser
in an ad becomes meaningfulas a perceivedpersuasion
tactic only when that person comes to believe that the
celebrity'spresence might foreseeablyinfluence those
responses.Persuasiontactics are thereforeperceivedas
"agentaction-psychologicalevent"connections.We see
evidence of this in everydaydescriptionsof tactics that
referencea psychologicalmediator,for example, an attention-gettingtactic, a scare tactic, a tactic to stir curiosityor to make people like the product.The features
or feature patterns people come to think of as representing agent tactics may include holistic message
themes or structures,specificmessageelements, or abstractconfigurationsof messageelements.For example,
the range of things someone comes to think of as advertisingtactics could include such things as appealsto
nostalgiaor to family values, telling a story, using cartoon charactersor well-liked music, claiming scarcity
of the advertisedproduct, or comparingtwo brands.
Beliefs about One's Own Coping Tactics. Consumerswill conceive of coping tactics as the same sort
of "action-psychologicalevent" configuration.As targets, they will develop beliefs about the cognitive,emotional, or physical actions they can execute to manage
a persuasionattempt'seffectson them. First, they will
develop beliefs about the extent to which they can con-
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trol the various internal activities they perceive of as
mediatorsof persuasion.They might come to perceive,
for example, that their emotional reactions are more
stronglyinfluencedby things shown or said in ads than
by their own mental activities. In contrast, they may
come to believe that they have greatercapacityto managetheirown attention,the thingsthey imagine,or their
own reasoningaboutproductbenefits.This is consistent
with researchsuggestingthat people's everydaycausal
explanationsreflectbeliefs about which events are selfcaused (Meyer 1980; Weiner 1986; Wimer and Kelley
1982). It is also consistent with the view that people
who processpersuasivemessagesdevelop beliefs about
which of their thoughts are self-generatedand which
are message-originated(Greenwald 1968; Shavitt and
Brock 1986; Wright 1973).
Presumably,therefore,a person'sbeliefs about possible coping tactics will reflectwhat they believe about
which psychologicalactivities they can readily control
and what they believe about how doing one type of activity will influence,and therebymanage,another.For
example,someonemightcome to believethat,by letting
theirimaginationsoar,they can disengageand reengage
themselvesduring a persuasionattempt. Other examples of coping tactics some people may develop include
simply ignoringcertainpersuasiontactics that they notice, selectively discounting the part of a message in
which particulartactics are used (e.g., "the celebrityis
just a tactic, ignore what he says"), or focusing one's
resourceson balanced elaborationof the agent's message content (some support arguing,some counterarguing).
Copingtactics may also pertainto the way in which
someone schedulestheir mental activities. People may
learn to schedule differenttypes of activities such that
they can accomplish each one without strainingtheir
cognitive capacities.For example, someone might develop a copingtactic of deferringtheir use of persuasion
knowledge until a persuasion attempt is ending or
completed,to allow the undistracteduse of their agent
and topic knowledge early on and to enable them to
fully appreciatethe persuasionattemptbefore they interpretit.
Beliefs about the Effectivenessand Appropriateness
of Marketers'Tactics. People will hold beliefs about
the nature of the causal relations between an agent's
actions,the psychologicaleffectsthose actions produce
in targets, and subsequent behavioral outcomes. For
example,they will have ideas aboutthe ease with which
agentscan produceparticulartypes of psychologicaleffects by using specific behaviors (e.g., showing babies
usually makes people emotional) and about how
stronglysuch effects,if produced,influencebehavioral
responses(e.g., makingpeople emotionaldoes not have
a very strongeffect on whetherthey buy the product).
Effectivenessbeliefslike these may be unconditionalso
that some tactics simply are thought of as "powerful,"
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or peoplemay haveconditionalbeliefssuchas, "making
people emotional is primarily effective for luxury
goods." Similarly,people will develop beliefs about the
appropriateness(e.g., fairness, manipulativeness) of
specific types of persuasive tactics. Such beliefs may
also be conditional in that the appropriatenessof an
agent'sactions is judgedwithin the context of the topic
and/orexpectedtargetaudience(e.g., usinga fearappeal
to sell ice cream or in ads directedto children).
Beliefs aboutMarketers'PersuasionGoals and One's
Own Coping Goals. Consumers will develop beliefs
about the possible end goals of marketersand parallel
beliefs aboutthe possibleend goals they themselvescan
pursue in their coping activities. We presume that an
overridinggoal consumers identify for themselves is,
"effectivenessin persuasioncoping." This is conceived
of broadlyas the goal of producingin oneself, as effectively as possible, whateverpsychologicalactivities or
physical acts achieve one's own currentlearning, attitudinal, or other goals (independentof what the agent
seems to be tryingto accomplish).This is a goal of selfcontrol and competency, not of single-minded resistance to influenceattempts.Similarly,we presumethat
consumersunderstandthat a paramountgoal of salespeople and advertisersis to produce a persuasion attempt that is as effective as possible at influencing attitudes and beliefs about the product or service that is
the topic of the message.
In addition, consumers may have insights about a
varietyof othergoalsthat marketerscan pursuein their
persuasion attempts. Drawing on interpersonalcommunication researchon people's perceptionsof influence goals (e.g., Clark and Delia 1976; Dillard 1990;
Higgins, McCann, and Fondacaro 1982) we propose
that consumersmay perceivethat marketerscan pursue
the followinggoalsin advertisingand sellingcampaigns:
(a) managing the long-term consumer-marketerrelationship beyondthe immediatepersuasionepisode and
topic; (b) influencing beliefs about particulartraits of
the marketer;(c) managingthirdpartyimpressions(e.g.,
what regulators,rival companies, or unintended audience segmentsthink); (d) managingthe marketer'sinvestment of effort, money, and time in the persuasion
attempt;(e) managingself-image(e.g., reflectingin the
campaignthe moral standardsa marketerviews as essentialto theirindividualidentityor corporateculture);
(f) managingconsumers' self-images(e.g., displaying
whateverlevel of respectthey believe consumerswant);
and (g) managingtheir own experientialbenefits from
the attempt (e.g., satisfyingpersonal or creative needs
in constructingan ad campaignor duringcustomerinteractions).
We presumethat consumersdevelop parallelbeliefs
aboutthe goalsthey themselvesmight choose to pursue
in coping with a persuasionattempt. They then select
the particulargoal(s) from this set toward which they
will directtheirimmediatecopingactivities.In addition
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to realizingthat they may seek to form a valid attitude
about the product or service the agent is discussing,
consumers may pursue one or more of the following
goalsin copingwith ads or sales attempts:(a) managing
their long-termrelationshipwith the marketerbeyond
the immediate persuasion episode or topic (e.g., by
evaluatingthe marketer'spersuasionbehaviorin order
to refinetheirattitudetowardthat marketerand/ortheir
future relationshipwith that marketer),(b) upgrading
their general understandingof advertisingand selling
tactics (e.g., by reflectingon the tactics being used, the
agent'sreasonsfor using particulartactics, and/or the
tactics'effectiveness),(c) managingtheir investment of
cognitive resourcesin interpretingthe attempt and in
executing coping tactics, (d) managing other people's
impressionsof them (e.g., what friends or family conclude about the consumer'spersuasionexpertisefrom
the consumer'sreactionsto the advertisingor salespresentations),(e) managingtheir self-image (e.g., by reflecting personal standardsof fairness and reciprocity
in their behavior toward an advertiseror sales agent,
(f ) managingthe self-imagesof sales/serviceemployees
with whom they interact, and (g) managingthe experiential benefits they receive from engagingin the interaction (e.g., their sensory, cognitive, or emotional
stimulation).
This characterizationof the goals that consumers
recognizeas possibilitiesfor themselvesis not based on
prior empirical research in which people's perceived
goals were examinedor manipulated.It is a theoretical
proposition about persuasion knowledge that invites
furtherexploration.One implicationof this proposition,
which is importantto the PKM, is that people can use
theircurrentpersuasionknowledgeto help them pursue
severalof these goals. In particular,persuasionknowledge is relevantto the goals of forming valid attitudes
about products or services that are being promoted,
judging what type of future relationshipto have with
the marketeron the basis of the marketer'spersuasion
behaviors,and gainingaddedinsightsaboutpersuasion
tactics in general.
Summary. We proposethat persuasionknowledge
is a set of interrelatedbeliefsabout(a) the psychological
eventsthatareinstrumentalto persuasion,(b)the causes
and effects of those events, (c) the importance of the
events, (d) the extent to which people can control their
psychologicalresponses,(e) the temporalcourse of the
persuasionprocess, and (f) the effectivenessand appropriatenessof particularpersuasiontactics. At some
stageof development,adults'persuasionknowledgewill
resemblea model or theory of a "common-sensepsychology" (Heider 1958) of persuasion.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF
PERSUASION KNOWLEDGE
The developmentof persuasionknowledgedepends
on the maturationof some basic cognitiveskills and on

people's accumulatedexperience with what occurs in
social encountersand-theirexposureto social discourse
aboutpersuasion,advertising,and psychologicalevents.
During childhood and adolescence, fundamental insights about mental events and social encounters
emerge.These, togetherwith increasesin informationprocessing capabilities (Roedder 1981; Roedder and
Whitney 1986), enable persuasion knowledge to develop. By about age six, children in our culture have
developed a coherent conceptualization of mental
events (Wellman 1990). They conceive of separateinterrelated mental states including belief, emotion,
imagining,desire,and fantasyand haveideasabouthow
these affecttheir own and others'behaviors(Flavell et
al. 1992;Hogrefe,Wimmer,and Perner1986).At about
seven,they firstrealizethatwhatoccursin eachperson's
mind mediates how external information affects personal beliefs (Chandler 1988; Pillow 1991). This realization opens the door, we believe, to understanding
the possibility of persuasion,that is, the strategicpresentationof informationso as to influencepeople'sbeliefs and therebytheirbehavior.From seven on, a number of differentconceptions of social communication
become increasingly complex, for example, beliefs
about strategicdeception (Beal and Belgrad1990; Peskin 1992), communication competence (Laupa 1991),
the other person's perspective in social interactions
(Pillow 1991), causal processesby which communications influencebehavior(Chapman,Skinner,and Baltes
1990), and advertisers'goals (Donohue, Henke, and
Donohue 1980; Macklin 1985; Moschis 1987; Robertson and Rossiter 1974;Ward,Wackman,and Wartella
1977).Beginningin earlyadolescence,people'sthinking
on most topics grows increasinglyabstractand multidimensional, and less absolute. People become more
awareof what they do or do not know about particular
topics, and general information-processingand judgment skills continue developing through this period
(Keating 1990). Further,for some time during adolescence, people may become broadlyskepticalabout the
validity of virtually all social communications (Boyes
and Chandler1992),includingadvertising(Moschisand
Moore 1979). This developmental research suggests
some of the underlying mechanisms through which
persuasionexpertiseincreasesduringlate childhoodand
adolescence.However,thereis little empirical'evidence
about the exact natureof persuasionknowledgein our
culture at different ages (Boush, Friestad, and Rose
1994).
One source of possibleinsight about persuasionprocesses is people's conscious experiencesas they participatein persuasionepisodes.However,individualsneed
not rely solely on what they can figureout from their
own private perceptions. When people describe their
perceptionsto others and hear or read what others say
about persuasion, using the everyday psychological
languageof their culture,some of these perceptionsare
validated.Out of this pooling of individualperceptions
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and interpersonal communications, a socially constructedconceptualizationof persuasionemerges.This
folk model of persuasionsynthesizeswhat is sharedin
people'sperceptionsof how persuasionoccurs. Within
our culture, folk models of persuasionin general and
of advertisingand sellingin particularhavelong existed.
For example,writingson the psychologyof advertising
and selling duringthe late nineteenth and early twentieth centurieswerebased on what people had come to
believe from personalintuition, observation,and practical experience,without any foundation in empirical
analysis (Barry 1987). The basic conceptualizationof
persuasion that Mother Culture whispers in our ear
shapes our thinking about this phenomenon without
our conscious awareness.The resultingwidely shared
set of causalbeliefs providesboth consumersand marketerswith whatis called"commonsense"aboutselling
and advertising.This knowledgegrounds consumers'
and marketers'understandingof the social psychological processesat work and provides the basis for empathetic, respectful,and efficientinteractionsbetween
them. Note that the terms "common sense"and "folk"
are not pejorative.They referto how widely sharedcertain basic beliefs are, not to how accurateor complex
they are.
Overtime, individualswill augmentand modifywhat
they learn from folk knowledge.The resultingpersuasion expertisecan accumulatefrom many sources.People learn from third-partyobservations of everyday
persuasionattempts,includinginstancesin which they
reflect on why ads, sales presentations,or store environmentsaredesignedas they are. Consumersregularly
comment among themselves on advertising,store design, packagedesign, and sales tactics as they observe
these marketingstimuli. Although lay people do not
rely on experts for their insights on persuasion, their
thinking is indirectlyshaped in severalways by social
psychologists'and consumerresearchers'ideas (Gergen
1982). In contemporaryAmerica, people's persuasion
knowledgeis shapedby the broad use of psychological
languageand concepts, effortsto teach school children
about marketingand the mass media, adult education
by professorsof marketingand psychology,mass media
commentaryon marketingactivities, and writings in
the popular press in which marketing professionals
sharetheir advertisingand sales expertise.
The development of persuasion coping expertise is
also stronglyinfluencedby how much practicea person
gets doing particularpersuasiontasks. By this we mean
practicein such things as recognizingwhen a type of
persuasiontactic is being executed, analyzingwhat situation might have motivated the use of that tactic,
evaluatingthe tactic's effectivenessor appropriateness,
selectinga copingtactic, and executingthat copingtactic effectively.In fact, opportunitiesto practicecoping
with certaintypes of persuasiontactics may only begin
duringearlyor middleadulthood.Practicein thesetasks
occurs reactively, in response to the tactics that the
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agentsin one's life tend to actuallyuse. One important
implicationof this relianceon agents'behaviorsto generatepracticeopportunitiesis that adultswill continue
to acquire practice in persuasion coping throughout
adulthoodas advertisersand salespeopletry new tactics.
Therefore,experienced-basedgains in persuasioncoping expertise will continue to occur well beyond the
period when information-processingskills have stabilized.
Further,people's motivation to learn how to effectively cope with marketers'and others' persuasionattempts should increasethroughoutlife. This is because
duringadulthoodthe varietyof everydaytasksin which
persuasionknowledgeis valuableincreases.These tasks
may include establishingand maintainingan independent identity, managing more complex personal relationships, facing more diverse challenges to personal
attitudesthan were encounteredin childhood and adand team role
olescence,handlingsuperior-subordinate
relationshipsin a workplace,being an effectiveparent,
and making increasingly significant and numerous
buying decisions.
Researchon the development of practice-basedexpertisein other task domains may apply to persuasion
expertiseas well. Alba and Hutchinson (1987) synthesized much research of this nature into propositions
about consumer expertise on product-relatedinformation-processingtasks. We can apply those propositions to the development of persuasionknowledge, as
follows: As a consumer's practice (familiarity) with
persuasioncopingtasksincreases,(a) the cognitiveeffort
they expend to do those coping tasks decreasesand aspects of their coping behavior become automatic; (b)
the knowledgethey developto distinguishand interpret
marketers'persuasion attempts, and to manage their
own responses,becomes more refined, complete, and
accurate;(c) their ability to discern characteristicsof
ads or sales presentationsthat help them understanda
marketer'stactics and goals and that cue particular
coping tactics increases;(d) their ability to make inferences about a marketer'smotivation and traits, as well
as predictionsabout the effectsof persuasionattempts,
increases; and (e) their capacity to remember useful
things about previouslyseen ads or sales presentations,
and about the nature and adequacy of their behavior
in coping with these, improves. Further, people who
are novices in coping with advertising or selling encountersmay recognizeonly simple,superficialpatterns
in these events and have little proficiencywith self-regulatoryprocessessuch as selectingand executinguseful
copingtactics.As theirpracticeincreases,however,they
will increasinglyuse abstract,causal inferences in interpretingand will develop more self-controlin managing how they respond(Ericssonand Smith 1991).
Finally, because persuasioncoping knowledgeis in
part procedural knowledge, models of procedural
learning (e.g., Anderson 1983) may apply. Thus, people's persuasionknowledgebegins as simple "if-then"
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rules and develops into more complex and conditional
sets of rulesvia a typicallyslow transitionprocess.This
process is one in which novices first learn a possible
persuasioncoping tactic in declarativeform, try adapting it to their needs over a set of persuasionepisodes,
rejectit or retain it, and ultimately,perhaps,use it automatically.

AGENT AND TOPIC ATTITUDES

The Goal of Holding Valid Topic Attitudes
In this and the next section, we discuss consumers'
motivations to form valid attitudes on message topics
and valid attitudesabout persuasionagents.We assume
that adults learn how to pursue these two goals independently, and also jointly when they wish to. Eagly
and Chaiken (1984, 1993) point out that virtually all
existing attitude change and persuasion theories seek
to explain how people assimilateinformation from social communicationsinto their attitudeabout the communicator'stopic. Two widely cited models state as a
fundamentalassumptionthat people are assumedto be
motivatedto hold a valid attitudeon the messagetopic
and that the phenomenon the models apply to, therefore,is how this goal gets accomplished(the elaboration
likelihood model, or ELM: Petty and Cacioppo 1986;
and the heuristic-systematicmodel, or HSM: Chaiken
1987; Chaiken et al. 1989). Other models implicitly
make the same assumption.
This focus is also widely evident in consumer researchers'designationsof people'sattitudesabout marketers'productsas the main psychologicalevent (i.e.,
dependentvariable)to ultimately be explained in persuasion studies. This does not mean, of course, that
consumer researchersbelieve that consumers exposed
to marketers'communicationsalwaysfocus exclusively
on producingappropriatelyrevised product attitudes.
However,even studies dealingwith the different"processing tasks"that consumersmay have during a persuasion episode usually have the ultimate goal of examininghow the formationor changeof topic attitudes
takes place under"low-involvement"or "naturalistic"
conditions. In these experiments, the manipulations
frequentlyentail assigningsome subjectsto a task that
focuses their processingresourceson forming a topic
(i.e., productor brand)attitude,or on anothertaskthat
diverts them from focusing cognitive resourceson refining the topic attitude (e.g., Burke and Srull 1988;
Gardialet al. 1992;Gardner,Mitchell,and Russo 1985;
Hastak and Olson 1989; Keller 1987; MacInnis and
Park 1991; Mitchell and Beattie 1985). The particular
goals assignedas diversionshave not been chosen out
of a substantiveinterestin how people pursuethat goal
per se, but moreto test theorizingabouthow processing
informationwithout a brand-processinggoal or with a
differentgoal (e.g., ad evaluation)affectsa consumer's
generationof a brand attitude and/or purchaseintention.

Thereis little doubtthat consumerspursuevalidtopic
attitudes in many situations. Consequently, research
on how this occurs has been quite productive,and the
persuasion theories developed to explain how these
topic attitudesare generatedhave yielded considerable
insight into an importantdomain of persuasionsituations. However, even proponentsof this approachrecommend that the limited domain of these theories be
more fully acknowledged(Eaglyand Chaiken 1993). It
is our contention that the existing persuasiontheories
that seek to explain only how topic attitudesget refined
limit our opportunitiesto explore how consumers accomplishothergoalsthey considerimportantin making
effectivemarketplacedecisions.

The Goal of Holding Valid Agent Attitudes
When consumers are faced with making decisions
about productsand services,it is rationaland adaptive
for them to seek valid attitudes about the individuals
and organizationswith whom they expect to do business. To makeit clearthat forminga validagentattitude
is a common goal of consumers, we will first discuss
the concept of a "perceivedpersuasionagent" and the
conditions that are likely to motivate consumersto use
the perceived agent's communication behaviors as a
basis for forming an agent attitude.
As describedearlier,we assume that targetsidentify
the "perceivedpersuasionagent"as whoeverseems responsiblefor orchestratingthe persuasionattempt.That
is, the perceivedagentis, in consumers'minds, the person(s) thought to have the final word in deciding who
the target audience for the persuasion attempt would
be, choosing the end goals and specificpersuasiontactics, and designinghow the tactics would be executed
(i.e., selectingthe spokespeopleand scriptingwhat they
say or do). Consumerswill typicallyperceivethe agent
to be a company or managementgroupresponsiblefor
planningan ad campaignor for selecting,training,and
directing a salesperson.In the context of mass media
advertising,the spokespeoplein ad campaignswho are
perceivedby consumersto be playing a part in a company's grand design are not the perceived agent. We
presumethat consumersseek valid attitudestowardthe
puppet masters,not their puppets.
Researchon the behaviorof people seekingvalid attitudes toward the persuasion agent has a relatively
sparsehistory.In some researchspawnedby traditional
theories, measurementsof people's beliefs or feelings
about an agenthave been taken as manipulationchecks
(e.g., in studiesof communicatoreffects)or as secondary
measures(e.g., Ratneshwarand Chaiken1991)but have
rarelybeen consideredas the primarydependentvariable. Theorieshave not soughtto explain in depth how
exposure to persuasion attempts leads to changes in
agentattitudes.Also, in studiesof consumers'attitudes
towardparticularads (Aad),measurementsof beliefsand
feelingsabout the ads themselveshave been taken, but
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the theorizingin this workhas treatedconsumers'brand
attitudes or purchaseintentions as the primaryevents
to be explained. (We will discuss the relationshipbetween Aadresearchand the PKM in more detail in a
later section.)

FactorsAffectingthe Motivation to Hold
Valid Agent Attitudes
Therearea numberof specificsituationalfactorsthat
will affect a target'smotivation to seek valid agent attitudes. Consumersare more likely to pursuethis goal
when (a) the marketeris unfamiliarto them and the
current persuasion attempt represents a "get-acquainted"opportunity,(b)theirexistingattitudetoward
the marketeris basedon persuasionbehaviorsobserved
in a differentcontext than the currentone (e.g., a company entersa new productcategory),or (c) a consumer
perceivesa familiarmarketerto be usingsome distinctly
differentpersuasiontactic(s)than had been used in previous encounters.In these situations, consumers may
sense that their existing agent attitudes are either unformed, outdated, or irrelevantas a guide to how they
shouldfeel aboutthe marketerin the future.Conversely,
when consumersobserveads from a well-knowncompany, which once againis promotingthe same familiar
productor serviceusing the traditionaltactics, the motivation to use the currentpersuasionattemptto refine
an agentattitudeshouldbe minimal or absent.The latter situationis exemplifiedby TV viewerswatchingthe
latestin the hundredsof predictableads for Tide, Chevrolet, or United Airlines that they have seen in their
lifetime.
Anotherfactorthat will affecta person'smotivation
to seek a valid agent attitude is how centralthat agent
is expectedto be in the target'spersonal,professional,
or marketplacerelationships.One's incentive to use an
observedpersuasionattemptto refinean agent attitude
is higherwhen one anticipateshaving importantinteractions with employeesof the company. And it may be
pushed even higher when the same people who are
tryingto influenceyou will laterbe deliveringa service
to you, such that theirinterpersonalattitudesand skills
will be importantto you in these subsequentinteractions. For example, sales or advertisingattempts designed by the individual(s) who may later become a
consumer'shealth care provider,business consultant,
insuranceprovider,lawyer, or auto repairperson will
convey informationabout what sort of service-delivery
behaviorsto expect. The criticalunderlyingfactorhere
is that both the persuasionattempt and the service relationshipentail communicationbehaviors,so observing one episode of such behavior helps in predicting
what otherswill be like.
In addition, when a company is representedby differentemployees,some who do selling and otherswho
do service delivery, consumers may assume that they
can learn somethinguseful about the likely servicebe-
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haviorsfrom the selling behavior.This is becauseboth
types of behaviorreflectthe company'sattitudestoward
selection and training of employees and toward customers. For example, consumers may feel they learn
somethinguseful about an automobile manufacturer's
or dealer'sservicefrom that manufacturer'sor dealer's
selling or advertisingactivities.
However,therearetwo situationalvariablesthat may
limit the extent to which targetswill attempt to make
inferencesabout a company from the behaviorsof one
or more employees. First, we assume that adult consumersunderstandthe basic realitythat a company selects sales agents with particular characteristicsand
guides (trains and rewards)them in the execution of
their roles as persuasionagents. However, consumers
also are aware that individual salespeople may have
some leeway in deciding how to execute persuasionattempts. Therefore,consumers may use a salesperson's
characteristicsand actions as signals about the company's motives, skills, and traits,but they may also use
this information more narrowlyas a signal about the
individual salesperson. Further, if people cannot in
some situation'readilyidentify who the actual agent is,
that ambiguity itself may deter them from using the
observedpersuasionattempt to refine their agent attitude. Thus, in a sales situation in which a consumer
remains unsure about which aspects of a salesperson's
behaviorsarecompanydesignedand whicharedesigned
by the individual, the motivation to form a valid attitude towardthe company may be muted.
Finally,anotherconditionthat may elevatea person's
desireto refinetheiragentattitudeis whenthey perceive
that the same agent who designed the persuasion attempt was also directly responsible for designing the
product or service they are promoting. This link may
be relevant because the skills and attitudes evidenced
in a marketer'spersuasionbehavior may reflect, in a
consumer'smind, parallelskills and attitudesrelevant
to developing valuable new products or services, for
example, degree of empathy with consumers' communication needs or knowledgelevels, creativity,willingnessto investresourcesin planningefforts,or general
respectfor the customer.
In summary, a number of factors may influence a
target'smotivation to seek a valid agent attitudeon the
basis of a particularpersuasion attempt, or series of
attempts. It seems evident that consumerswill pursue
that goal in a varietyof realisticsituations.Presumably,
the strengthof that motivation increasesas the number
and importanceof the conditionssupportingit increase.
By identifyingthe motivatingconditions, we gain perspective on the domain of prior persuasion research.
We believe that few, if any, extant persuasionexperiments have establishedconditions that would strongly
motivate subjects to use the persuasion episode they
facein the experimentto developa validattitudetoward
the perceivedagent.
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Evaluations of Agents' Persuasion Behaviors
We assumethat consumersuse persuasionknowledge
to assessthe marketer'soverallpersuasioncompetence
and that thereare two dimensionsunderlyingthis evaluation: perceived effectivenessand perceived appropriatenessof the persuasiontactics. Consumers'judgmentsof perceivedeffectivenesshaveto do withwhether
the marketer'sactions seem likely to produce psychological effects that strongly affect buying decisions.
Consumers'judgments of perceived appropriateness
have to do with whetherthe marketer'stactics seem to
be moral or normatively acceptable (i.e., within the
boundariesof the "rulesof the game").These two judgments may not be independentassessments,but we assume they are conceptually distinct in consumers'
minds. This two-dimensionalperspectiveis grounded
in models of communicationcompetence (Canaryand
Spitzberg1989;Pavittand Haight 1985). In these models, overall communicativecompetence is conceptualized quite broadly.It encompassesskills rangingfrom
pronunciationskills, to summarizingabilities, to the
abilityto be persuasive(Rubin 1982;Spitzbergand Cupach 1984; Wieman 1977). In fact, in Rubin's (1982)
model, perceivedpersuasivenessis itself only one of 19
indicators of general overall communicative competence.
In additionto assessingpersuasivecompetence,consumersmay also refinetheir impressionsof the agent's
other traits.Traitinferencessuch as these are apt to be
made in terms of the primarytraits representedin lay
people'smental models of personality(Goldberg1981;
Peabody and Goldberg 1989; Wiggins 1979). Accordingly, a consumermay feel that a marketer'spersuasion
attemptssuggestthat the company'smanagersand personnel are characteristicallybold or timid, warm or
cool, thorough or careless,relaxed or anxious, and/or
perceptive or imperceptive in their behavior toward
customers.
Relationship schemas may also play an important
role in people's interpretationsof and responsesto another party'sbehavior(Andersenand Cole 1990; Bugental et al. 1993; Fiske and Cox 1979; Sekides, Olsen,
and Reis 1993). A consumer's thinking about a marketer's behavior will also concern the perceived consumer-marketerrelationship.If the observedbehavior
violates consumers'relationshipexpectations(e.g., by
using tactics that seem surprisinglycareless or disrespectful, or surprisinglythoughtful), this may change
their view of how the marketersees the relationship
and therebyhow the consumerwill now see it. Kantor
(1989) describeda survey in which almost half the respondentswho viewed 15 commercialsfrom five product categoriesagreedwith the statement, "The people
who paid for this ad think I am not very smart." Of
those respondentsagreeingwith that statement,60 percent also evaluatedthe sponsoringcompany as "poor"

and another29 percentevaluatedthe company as only
"fair."

THE ROLE OF PERSUASION
KNOWLEDGE IN PERSUASION
EPISODES
The Use of Persuasion Knowledge in
Forming Valid Topic and Agent Attitudes
The Persuasion Knowledge Model presumes that
targetsare motivatedto use theirpersuasionknowledge,
agent knowledge,and topic knowledgeto achievetheir
various attitude refinement goals. They do so by developing strategiesfor allocating resourcesamong all
three knowledge structuresduring and after a given
persuasionepisode and across persuasionepisodes involving the same agent or topic (see Fig. 1).
In priortheorizingit was assumedthat, when a person's goal is to generatea valid attitudeon the message
topic, they will try to allocate cognitive resourcesefficiently to that task, given the information-processing
constraintsthey face, and will use whateverinformation
seems helpful(Chaikenet al. 1989;Petty and Cacioppo
1986).In the PKM, we applythe same generalprinciple
to people's use of a much wider array of knowledge
structuresthan is considered in previous models and
also apply it to the processby which people pursuethe
goal of refiningtheir agent attitudes.In either case, we
propose that consumers' persuasion knowledge, as a
broadand frequentlyaccessedknowledgestructure,will
"hover"in readiness,availableto them as an immediate
sourceof help thatthey learnto dependon in generating
valid product and agent attitudes.
Further,the PKM suggeststhat targets'persuasion
knowledgecan, in a numberof situations,be more extensive, accessible,and relevantto a persuasionattempt
than is their topic or agent knowledge. For example,
when confrontedwith an ad for a Health Maintenance
Organization(HMO),consumerswith the goal of refining their topic attitudes will be first inclined to access
their knowledgeabout health care services (i.e., topic
knowledge). This is natural because topic knowledge
facilitatescomprehensionof the message content and
can be useful in examiningthe claims that the agent is
making. However, novices on the topic of HMOs will
quicklybecome awarethat theirtopic knowledgeis not
much help in judging the merits of the agent's claims.
When consumers are novices about a type of product
(e.g., when the product is new to the market or when
people with little prior interestin or need for a type of
productenterthe market),theircapacityto use product
knowledgeis quite limited(Albaand Hutchinson1987).
For our purposes, the important implication is that,
when targetsareunfamiliarwith a topic, they need help
from anothersource.Theirpersuasionknowledgeoften
representssuch a resource.It providesthem with a possible basis for assessingthe likely validityof the agent's
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assertions.Thus, even when the goal of arrivingat a
refinedproductor serviceattitudeis salient,undersome
conditions people's persuasionknowledgemay be the
most useful resourcethey have.
Similarly,people seekingto refine an agent attitude
may discoverthat they have only scant, vague, or outdated beliefs about the agent who is deliveringa persuasionattempt.Awarenessof this deficiencyis, in part,
what motivates consumers to focus on refining their
agentattitude.Returningto the previousexample,upon
confronting messages in a campaign promoting an
HMO, consumersmay tap into their knowledgeabout
the organizationmarketingthis serviceand realizethey
know little about it. They can then turn to their persuasionknowledge,whichis both relevantand available.
Of course, there are three knowledge structuresat
issue here, and all states of relevanceand development
are possible. Certainlythere will be times when topic
knowledgeand/or agent knowledgeare more pertinent
and extensive than persuasion knowledge and will,
therefore, be drawn on in preference to persuasion
knowledge.Peoplewho alreadyknowa lot aboutHMOs
in general,and a lot about the company sponsoringthe
ad they are reading, may not choose to draw on persuasion knowledgeat all. The PKM does not suggest
that persuasionknowledgedominatespeople'sthinking
as persuasiontargets,only that it contributesto it and
can be, under some conditions, a major contributor.
As discussed, people may often face situations in
which they are unsure about the validity of both their
agent attitude and their topic attitude. In these situations, people will be motivatedto efficientlyrefineboth
their attitude toward the marketerand their attitude
towardthe productbeing promotedbecausethis allows
them to extractthe maximum amount of meaningful
.informationfrom each ad or sales presentation they
observe.In such mixed-goalsituations,we proposethat
people learnto handletheir primarypersuasioncoping
task via more elaborative,systematicprocessingactivities and to handle their secondarypersuasioncoping
task via simpler, heuristicalprocessingactivities. If a
consumer'ssituationalassessmentsuggeststhat refining
theirproductattitudeis somewhatmore importantthan
refiningtheir marketerattitude, but that doing both is
desirable,they will systematicallyuse persuasion,topic,
and agent knowledgeto efficientlyrefinetheir product
attitude. They will also heuristicallyuse elements of
persuasion,agent, and topic knowledgeto refine their
attitude toward the marketer.The converse will hold
when a consumer'ssituationalassessmentpoints them
towardgiving more priorityto their agent attitudeand
less to their topic attitude. In that case, they will systematicallyuse persuasion,agent, and topic knowledge
to refinetheir agentattitudeand will also use heuristics
to refinetheir topic attitude.
In discussing how people generate topic attitudes,
Chaiken(1987) suggestedthat peopledevelopheuristics
forjudgingthe validityof messageclaims from observ-
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ing simple featuresof the presentationor situation. We
propose that heuristicalprocessingof this sort should
also be among the tactics that people develop for generating agent attitudes without using substantial resources.Peoplemay learnto identifygenericpersuasion
tactics by developing simple "tactic recognition"heuristics.These heuristicsare often based on the presence
of only one or two features of a persuasion attempt.
For example, some consumersmay learn to use a heuristic such as, "the presence of any of these featuresa celebrity,someone in a businesssuit, someone shown
in a laboratory signalsthat the advertiseris trying to
get me to trust what they say." In addition to tacticrecognitionheuristics,people may learn to use heuristics for assessing a persuasionattempt's effectiveness.
"Effectivenessheuristics"might be based on cues such
as, "if a poignantstory about people overcominghardship is told, the ad will be very effective." Similarly,
people may also develop simple "appropriatenessheuristics." Thus, experiencedconsumers are able to use
tactic-recognition heuristics, effectiveness heuristics,
heuristicsto generateagentor topic
and appropriateness
attitudes when they want to invest only limited resourcesin processingthe message.
The PKM also suggeststhat people are likely to have
a broaderand more patient view of the domain of their
persuasioncoping activities than is capturedin much
of traditionalpersuasionresearch.Thus, consumersrealize they need not squeezeall theirattitude-refinement
effortsinto the time perioddefinedby the startand end
of an advertiser'sor salesperson'sdelivery of any one
message.Rather,they will develop proficiencyin handling mixed-goal persuasion processing through insightful use of their various opportunities to observe
and consider a marketer'scommunication behaviors.
Specifically,the strategiesconsumersdevelop to use
their persuasion,agent, and topic knowledgecan make
use of the time period after an initial exposure, by
drawing on memories about the features and overall
theme of the persuasionattempt. We do not mean to
imply that people'sreflectionsabout what an advertiser
or salespersonhad done need to be deep and extensive,
but by waitingin this way consumersallow themselves
the chance to do either brief or extended reflectionon
tactics,whicheverservestheir own goals.If people learn
to use these types of coping strategies,one important
implicationis that the effectscausedby consumers'use
of persuasion knowledge will occur partly or largely
during some unknown time period afteran ad or sales
presentation. If so, delayed measures of effects may
more adequatelycapturethe actual overall effectsdue
to a target'spersuasionknowledgethan measurestaken
immediatelyaftermessagedeliveryis completed.In fact
it may be that, unless delayedmeasurementsare taken,
the functioning of consumers' persuasion knowledge
will remain undetectedand unsuspected.
Following the same theme further,consumers may
also come to use a strategyof suspending conclusive
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changes in their topic or agent attitude until they can
draw adequatelyon persuasionknowledgeduringsubsequent opportunitiesto observean agent'scampaign.
In many real-worldsituationsconsumerscan count on,
and take advantageof, multiple opportunitiesto examine whata marketeris up to. Marketersprovidethese
opportunitiesin the course of running campaigns in
which they redeliverthe same messageor alternateversions of the campaignusinga pool of ads. Furthermore,
consumers who wish to can typically reexpose themselves to a persuasioncampaignby rereadingprint materials or by asking salespeople to "run through that
again." As a consequence, over the course of several
exposuresto the samebasicpersuasionattempt,a target
may progressfrom relative naivete about the agent's
goals and tactics to greaterawarenessof them, from
scantto moreextensiveinferencesabout the agent, and
from simplistic to more complex evaluations of the
agent's behavior. The operation of persuasionknowledge enablestargetsto "learnas they go."
This is an importantconceptbecauseeffectslike these
are not envisionedin theorizingthat ignorespersuasion
knowledgeor fails to allow for its possible generation
acrossrepeatedopportunitiesto observean agent. The
PKM implies that a complete account of persuasion
effects will allow for targets'learningabout an agent's
tactics and adaptinghow they cope with those tactics,
across a series of exposuresto that agent's persuasion
attempts. Similarly,a complete account will allow for
learning that may occur when a consumer is able to
observethe ads or salespresentationsof rivalmarketers
on the same topic, whose differentpersuasiontactics
provide a noteworthy contrast. For example, a consumerwho has no initial insightaboutthe sellingtactics
used by the firsthealth club operatorwhose pitch was
heardmay, upon hearinga second operator'ssales presentation,makea judgmentabout whatthe firstagent's
goals or tactics were. This contrast can also occur in
reverse,that is, by recallingthe first agent's approach
to persuasion, a consumer may perceive something
about the second agent's tactics that otherwisewould
have been ignored.The PKM casts what occurs across
successive observationsof the same agent, or of rival
agents, as adaptive,strategicpersuasioncoping behavior, which makesuse of memoriesabout the characteristics of agents'earlierpersuasionattempts.
Empiricalevidence on the changes that occur over
time in people's persuasion coping strategies is very
limited. We examinedtheoryon the maturationof people's defense mechanisms (Haan 1977) for some possible insights. On the basis of such theory, we predict
that less experiencedconsumers'ways of coping might
include (a) rigid,absolutecompartmentalizations(e.g.,
"all TV ads are misleading,""All Nike ads are trustworthy"); (b) total inattention to, or self-distraction
from, a sales attempt or ad once some perceivedtactic
is noted; (c) stronginternal denial of information in a
persuasionattemptthat might suggestthat a persuasion

tactic is being used by someone you do not want to
think of in the role of a persuasionagent(e.g., a trusted
advisor or friend acting in a selling capacity, a hero
such as MichaelJordandoing persuasionactivities);(d)
total dismissal of, or admiration for, all ads or sales
presentationsthat use particulartactics, regardlessof
the situation or the remainingcontent of the message;
(e) dependenceon friends'interpretationsof a sales or
advertisingmessage (i.e., on social wisdom about persuasion) rather than on one's own responses;or (f)
spontaneouspublic expressionsof emotional reactions
during persuasionepisodes (e.g., verbally mocking or
insulting a salespersonfor doing something one recognizes as a tactic or continuallyexpressingstrongfeelings about TV ads to others in the same room).
Researchon defense mechanisms also suggeststhat
as adults acquiregreatercoping expertisethey will develop largerrepertoiresof coping tactics. These cognitive managementstrategiesenable them to (a) separate
their emotional and evaluative reactions to an advertising or sales tactic from their use of relevant information about the product or service; (b) cope with a
tactic by withdrawingtheir attention from the part of
a message that contains it, but refocusing attention
when they choose to; (c) readilyelucidatein theirminds
the causal chain of events surroundingthe creation of
the ad or sales presentation;(d) tolerate ambiguities
such as ads or sales presentationsthat mingle tactics
with helpfulproductor agentinformationor agentswith
mixed motives; and (e) make qualified, conditional
judgments about the agent'sgoals and tactics.
It is importantto keep in mind that persuasion-coping knowledge is, as we discussed earlier, a resource
that continues to develop. Persuasioncoping novices
who face "mixed-goal,multiple knowledge-structure"
situations will handle them as efficientlyas they can.
However, their coping tactics will differfrom those of
people who have had more practice in tackling dualgoal persuasionprocessingand in using their persuasion, agent, and topic knowledge structuressimultaneously. Learningto schedule and juggle one's use of
differentknowledgestructuresis part of acquiringpersuasion expertise. This is one important reason why
persuasioncoping novicesand peoplewith considerable
persuasioncoping expertise may be influenced differently by the same persuasionattempt.

The Change-of-Meaning Principle: The
Effects of Interpreting Agent Actions as
Persuasion Tactics
Central to people's persuasion knowledge are their
conceptions of the tactics that agentsuse. As discussed
earlier,people'stactic conceptionspertainto the things
that they believeget done or said in persuasionattempts
to influencepsychologicalactivitiesthey conceive of as
instrumentalto persuasion.Recognizingan agent'saction as something one perceivesof as a tactic during a
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persuasionattempt can have a number of significant
effects on what happens in the remainderof the persuasion episode.
The PKM predictsthat, when a person begins conceiving of an agent's action, heretoforenot identified
as havingany particularmeaning,as a persuasiontactic
a "changeof meaning"will occur. This is a significant
event that fundamentallyaltersmany thingsin the way
in which a target will respond to this, and other, persuasion attempts. The "change of meaning" principle
has, we believe, important implications for (a) how
consumersconstruepersuasionattemptsin general;(b)
why two consumers with different persuasion tactic
knowledgemay construe the same persuasionattempt
differently,and thereforealso reactto it differently;(c)
why a particularconsumer may construe a specific ad
or sales presentation,or a specific type of ad or sales
presentation,differentlyat one time in his/her life than
at anothertime, and consequentlyresponddifferently;
and (d) why even some alterationin the featuresof an
ad or sales presentationthat an agent (or researcher)
considersinnocuous may cause an alteredeffect,by either introducinginto it something a targetconsidersa
tactic or deleting from it something that would have
been considered a tactic had people observedthe unalteredversion.
To illustratethe change-of-meaningprinciple more
concretely,consider a consumer who has not yet realized that one tactic agents use to make influence attempts effectiveis to try to make the targetbelieve the
spokespersonis similarto the consumerin some ways.
While still innocent about this tactic, the consumerattaches no particular(tactical) meaning to messagesin
which a spokespersonturns out to have physical characteristics,attitudes,lifestyles, values, or even styles of
dressthat are similarto the consumer's.The consumer
may notice the similarities,but these seem like innocuous featuresof the ads or sales presentations.While
naive in this way, consumers do not construe displays
of similarityas orchestrated,scripted parts of a company's persuasioncampaign. These perceivedsimilarities may exert effectson the persuasionprocess,as described by various psychological theories, but those
effectsareas yet unmoderatedby the target'spersuasion
knowledge.
Then,the change-of-meaningoccurs. The consumer
learnsthat signals of similaritycan be used as a tactic.
He or she now begins to perceive the presentationof
the "like me" backgroundcharacteristicsof the people
in ads or of salespeopleas actions-intended to manufacture similarity perceptions. When consumers now
notice such things,they may disengagesomewhatfrom
the ongoing interaction,draw inferencesof some sort,
get distractedfrom the message, consciously dismiss
the perceivedsimilarity,or discount what the spokesperson says. Further,whereas before when similarity
cues appearedin a persuasionattempt,consumersgeneratedno particularevaluativefeelingsabout the com-
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pany, now they may begin to include assessments of
the effectivenessof that tactic and of how appropriate
or fairit seems.Theseassessmentsmay be usedto refine
the consumer'sattitude towardthe marketer.In summary,a consumer'sresponseto the persuasionattempt
has been fundamentallyalteredby the changeof meaning. This process can, therefore, affect consumers as
they pursuevalidtopic attitudesor valid agentattitudes.
Once an act by an agent is construedas a tactic, several types of effects may occur. People may over time
develop ideas about the conditions that lead agents to
use such a tactic and consequently about what the
agent's thinking was. For example, a consumer might
come to believe that some tactics are used when marketershave nothingof substanceto say abouta product.
If so, the perception that these tactics are being used
carries meaning for the consumer's product attitude.
As anotherexample,a consumermight come to believe
that some tactics are used when marketersaccurately
understandand respectwhatpeoplewantto know about
a type of product, in which case noticing such a tactic
may carrymeaning for the consumer'sagent attitude.
Anothereffectof tactic recognitions,and any ensuing
tactic-relatedcognitive activities they stimulate, may
be to disruptthe other messageresponseactivitiesthat
otherwisewould have occurredin consumers' minds.
In part, this may representa general "detachmenteffect," that is, recognizingsomeone is using a tactic of
influence "on me" is fundamentally"off-putting."It
detaches one from the ongoing interactionand makes
one conscious, or more conscious than otherwise,that
the otherpartysees you as someoneon whomthey think
persuasiontactics can be or need to be used. This redefines the nature of the interactionthat is occurring.
It disengagessomeone from whateversense they might
have had of participatingin the "reality"being created
by the marketeror salesperson(cf. Deighton 1992).
Morenarrowly,the perceptionof a tacticmay disrupt
the comprehension and elaboration of topic-related
statements or images, by drawingthe consumer's attention to their persuasionknowledgeand away from
their topic knowledge. For example, as a persuasion
attemptunfolds, events or elements in it may signalto
a consumer that a tactic is being used. If a disruption
due to tactic-relatedthinking occursearlyin a marketer's persuasionattempt, it may underminethe overall
coherence of a story the marketeris trying to tell, or a
logical argumentthe marketeris tryingto make. If the
tactic perceptionoccurstowardthe end of a marketer's
delivery,that may disrupta consumer'sunderstanding
of the story's ending or the argument'sconclusion, or
undermine the cognitive processing necessaryfor the
person to integrate the message's content into their
preexistingattitudestructures.An implicationfrom the
PKM is, therefore,that it is not only importantto understand what specific agent behaviors targets are interpretingas tactics,but to take into account whendur-
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ing a persuasionattempt people's reactionsto various
types of perceivedtactics may occur.
'The change-of-meaninghypothesishas other implications as well. Someone who is deflected from using
their tactic knowledgewill behavedifferentlythan they
do when they can actively use that knowledge. When
an agent's general persuasive intent, or the intended
effect of a specific feature, is successfullyobscuredby
the agent, a target'sthinking and behavior may differ
fromtheirthinkingand behaviorin situationsin which
the same feature is used but the agent's intent is apparent. In a related manner, deflecting experimental
subjectsfrom using their tactic-relatedknowledgecreates evidence only'on what happens in analogous situations in which a similartype of knowledgesuppression or misdirection occurs. An important part of a
complete theory of persuasionis, therefore,an explanation of the situationalfactorsthat suppressotherwise
accessiblepersuasionknowledge,and of the aspectsof
an agent'soverallbehaviorthat disguisea tactic or that
make its executionseem heavy-handedand transparent
to targets.
It is importantto also note that any effects such as
these are based on the consumer'sperceptionof what
the agent has done as a tactic, so these effects occur
whetheror not the agent actually had consideredthat
featureof their behavioras a tactic. The consumersin
our examplecannotknow for surewhen a spokesperson
who claims to have the same goals, interests,or values
as they do is tellingthe truth or merelydisplayinga cue
that is expectedto help persuadethem. The consumer
has to figureout how to cope with that ambiguitybut
may sometimesrespondto some things as tactics when
they were not conceived as such by the agent. We propose'that even momentary uncertainty on this inter-pretationissue in a target'smind, causedby noticing a
possible "similaritytactic," introducesa change in response, comparedto what happenswhen no such tactic
perceptionoccurs.
If we are to understandwhen and how this changeof-meaningeffectoccurs,the specificcontentof people's
tactic beliefs, and the inferencesthese trigger,need to
be measureddirectly.Becausethe transformationof an
agent's action from an innocuous feature of the persuasion attempt to a perceived persuasion tactic will
affect what occurs in persuasion episodes, we believe
this is a criticalarea for future research.
Changes in Tactic Conceptions. There is little researchor theory as yet on how people's tactic conceptions evolveas they mature.We will thereforeoffersome
rudimentarytheorizing on this issue because it is importantto the change-of-meaningprinciple.
How an action takes on new meaning as a possible
tactic is suggestedby our definitionof a tactic. Changes
in tactic conceptionsoccurbecauseof changesin someone's beliefs about the psychologicalmediators. Consider,for example,a personwho believesthat marketers

will be very persuasiveif they can get the people who
watch their ads to make a connection between what is
saidor shownandthingsthat arefamiliarand important
to them (i.e., evoke "interest").Subsequently,this same
personalso learnsthat evokingviewers'emotions is anotherwaymarketershaveof beingpersuasive.One effect
may be that this individualbegins consideringwhether
some agent actions they are accustomed to seeing as
"interest-stirringtactics"might also reasonablybe construedas "emotion-arousing"tactics. Anotherpossible
effectis that agent actions not heretoforegiven any tactical meaning now take on such meaning, if they seem
relatedto emotional arousalin the person'smind.
Subsequently, this same person's judgment of an
agent'scompetence, based on assessmentsof the effectiveness or appropriatenessof perceived persuasion
tactics, will now be made in an alteredway. Effectiveness and appropriatenessjudgmentschange in concert
with changes in tactic and mediator beliefs. Our hypothetical consumer previously considered only how
interest-stirringan ad or sales presentationseemed to
be when assessing its effectiveness.Now, this person
may instead, or in addition, consider how emotionarousingthe persuasionattempt seems, in assessingits
effectiveness.In this way, people develop the capacity
for more varied, conditional, multidimensional evaluations of effectiveness.As their mediator knowledge
grows,people will come to realizethat effectivepersuasion can occur via severaldifferentroutes, by creating
differenttypes of psychologicalresponses.
This idea has several important implications. First,
it suggeststhat people whose tactic conceptions are at
differentstages of development may disagreein their
assessmentsof a persuasionattempt'seffectivenessand
also in any refinementsof their attitudetowarda marketer that are based on their effectivenessjudgments.
Further,people whose tactic conceptionsand mediator
knowledgediffer(e.g., consumers,marketers,researchers) may judge perceivedeffectivenessdifferently,and
they are apt to misunderstandhow each other assesses
the effectivenessof variouspersuasioncampaigns.
People's capacityfor judging a persuasionattempt's
appropriateness(fairness, manipulativeness, respectfulness).also dependson the state of their tactic beliefs.
In general, the developmental path here is similar to
the one we described for effectiveness assessments.
will become
Judgmentsof a campaign'sappropriateness
morecomplex,contingent,and automaticas persuasion
knowledgematures. Thus, people increasinglywill be
able and inclined to take into account more of the following types of beliefs:(a) what tactics do I believe the
agentis tryingto use?(b) what effect(s)do I believe this
persuasion attempt is actually likely to produce?and
(c) what do I believe about my own or other targets'
capacities to recognize and cope with these tactics?
Throughout adulthood, consumers will become increasinglyable to efficientlyuse the knowledgethey are
developingabout themselvesand about marketers'tac-
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tics and goals when assessinghow fair or manipulative
a campaignseems to them (Campbell 1992).
One directexaminationof how tacticappropriateness
knowledge develops is by Rule, Bisanz, and Kohn
(1985). They arguedthat a child's knowledgeabout interpersonalinfluence tactics grows in concert with his
or her understandingof what is acceptablesocial behavior. In the first stage of moral reasoning, children
learn the concept of self-interestand consequentlyrealize that accompanyingrequestswith explanationsof
how complianceserveseitherthe agent'sor the target's
self-interestis socially acceptable.Next, a conception
of "relationship"develops, and this teaches children
that actionstaken "forthe good of our relationship"or
appealsto reciprocityarealso sociallyacceptabletactics.
Finally,social welfareconceptsemerge,addingappeals
to altruismand to moral "rightness"to a repertoireof
appropriatetactics. Judgmentsof the perceivedappropriatenessof various generalinfluence tactics seem to
reflectthis developmentalsequence (Bisanz and Rule
1990;Rule et al. 1985). Rule et al. (1985) treat appropriatenessjudgmentsas derivedfromothersocialnorms
about morality. In addition to this, we suggest that
among adults such judgments also take into account
what someone believes about the psychologicaleffects
causedby a tactic.

THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE PKM TO
PRIOR THEORY AND RESEARCH
In developingthe PKM, our thinkingwas influenced
by a numberof differenttheoriesand bodiesof research.
The PKM has not, however,been directlyderivedfrom
particularempiricalstudies, and the validity of its various propositionsremainsto be empiricallyexamined.
*However,a few publishedstudies have emanatedfrom
conceptualperspectivesthat directlyforeshadowedthe
PKM. First, in two studies, researchersexamined the
hypothesisthat,whentopic knowledgeis almostnil (i.e.,
a new productis being introduced),targetsexamine an
agent'spersuasionbehaviorfor cues as to whetherthe
agent sincerely believes in the validity of the product
quality claims for the new product (Kirmani 1990;
Kirmaniand Wright 1989). Specifically,Kirmani and
Wright(1989) proposedthat under certain conditions
people use the "perceivedeffort"a company invests in
the persuasionattempt as a signal of their strengthof
belief in their product'squality. Their results showed
that people have beliefs about the expense of various
ad campaign elements, that perceptions of those elementsevoke expectationsabouta new product'squality
beyond those createdby ad claims, that the inferences
seem to reflect systematic conditional beliefs by consumers about when and why advertisersinvest in expensive campaigns,and that this interpretiveactivity
can occur from simple "campaignwatching."Kirmani
(1990) showed furtherthat such inferences can occur
in targets from observing unobtrusive campaign ele-

ments, such as the size of an ad; that the weight given
such inferencesrelativeto other inputs varies predictably;that consumersrecognizesituationsin which lavish agent effort ceases to provide a useful cue to the
advertiser'smotive or beliefs; and that "effort"can be
signaledin variousways.
Severalother recent studies are compatiblewith the
PKM. Wiener, LaForge, and Goolsby (1990) and
Goodstein (1993) examined what happens when advertisersor salespeopleuse tacticsthat violate consumers'expectations.Goodstein(1993) discussedhow consumers develop a schema of the advertising tactics
typical for a product category, how the activation of
this schema guides ad processing,and how prior affect
towarda tacticmay transferto a new ad that is perceived
to be similar to the prototypicad for the product category.Wieneret al. (1990) proposedthat a violation of
expectationsabout an agent's tactics alerts consumers
to consider the situation that motivated the use of the
new tactic.Also, Scheerand Stern(1992) examinedhow
attitudes toward a company as a possible distribution
partnerwere affectedby that company'sinfluence tactics.
In the followingsections, we will discuss our view of
the PKM's relationshipto a number of other models
or researchstreams.In most cases, we cannot directly
relateour model to specificresultsfrom empiricalstudies because in those studies the state of subjects' persuasion knowledge was not directly measured or manipulated.

Attitude-toward-the-AdResearch
Research on Aadhas been broadly concerned with
how people's thoughts and/or feelings about a persuasion attempt(an advertisement)influencetheirattitudes
towardthe advertisedbrand.This researchis similarto
traditionalpersuasionand attitude change researchin
that the dependent variables of central concern have
been brand attitudes (i.e., topic attitude) and/or purchase intentions. Attitude toward the ad researchhas
extendedtraditionalapproachesin two ways. First,this
researchhas examined both affectiveand cognitive reactions to the featuresof ads. Second,Aadstudies have
examined the relative impact of thoughts and feelings
about the ad itself versus the impact of thoughts and
feelingsaboutthe topic (i.e., attributesof the advertised
product). Several different underlying mechanisms
drawnfromtraditionalattitudetheorieshave been proposed (MacKenzie, Lutz, and Belch 1986) in conceptualizationsof how and why consumers'evaluationsof
ads influence their brand attitudes. Lutz, MacKenzie,
and Belch (1983) proposedalternatemodels of how ad
attitudescausallymediatebrandattitudesand purchase
intentions. Most studies have examined one or more
of these causalroutes,and some (Burkeand Edell 1989;
Gardner 1985; Homer 1990; MacKenzie and Lutz
1989) have comparedthe relativestrengthof the alter-
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native models. For our purposes,what is noteworthyis
that, in the four models typicallyexamined, the causal
role of ad cognitionsis not questioned(i.e., it is simply
specified unambiguouslythat ad cognitions directly
cause ad attitudes),nor are the antecedentsof ad cognitions explored. Only rarely (MacKenzie and Lutz
1989; Lutz 1985) are other beliefs such as consumers'
perceptionsof the "credibility"of an ad, the advertiser,
and advertisingin generalproposedas factorsthat enter
into the formation of ad attitudes (see also Goldberg
and Hartwick1990).
We believethat the PersuasionKnowledgeModel offers a theoretical frameworkfor examining Aadphenomenathat explainsthe originsof certaintypes of adrelatedevaluationsin depth and is groundedin analysis
of the behaviorof persuasiontarget'sper se, not just in
general attitude theories. We do not deny, of course,
the relevanceof those generalattitudetheoriesbut view
the PKM as a rich, domain-specificmodel that complementsthem.
Attitude-toward-the-ad
researchhas helpedstimulate
our interest in consumers' persuasion knowledge becauseit focusesattentionon the underlyingassumption
that people evaluate marketers'persuasion attempts.
The abilityto makethese evaluationsrequiresa knowledge base. However,the PersuasionKnowledgeModel
was not developedfromAadtheorizing,or as an attempt
to explain Aadempirical findings. Because Aad studies

were not done to test the PKM, it is not possible to
definitivelyrelate the Aadresearchto our model, and
any interpretationsof those prior findingsin terms of
the PKM are at best tentative. However, some of the
findingsfromthis streamof researchareconsistentwith
predictionsderived from the PKM. For example, accordingto Brownand Stayman's(1992) meta-analysis,
cognitiveand affectivereactionsto ads have been more
stronglycorrelatedwith beliefs about the attributesof
the advertisedbrandwhen the ad dealt with a durable
good or a service ratherthan with a nondurablegood
or service. This is consistent with the PKM, which assumes that people will apply persuasionknowledgein
seeking to learn things from the marketer'sinfluence
behavior that are relevant in forecastingwhat future
service behaviorsby the marketer'semployees will be
like or in identifyingthings about the marketer'scompetencies in productdesign that are not easily discernible from prepurchaseinspection or trial. Wherepackagedgoods are at issue, this is less of a concernbecause
trial purchaseinvolves much less risk and service interactionswith the marketer'semployees (as opposed
to intermediaries)are unnecessary.
Effectiveness and Appropriateness Judgments.
Anotherareaof Aadresearchthat is relevantto the PKM
involves consumers'judgmentsof the effectivenessand
appropriatenessof various advertisements.A number
of Aadstudies, and others outside the Aadstream, have

taken measuresthat can be interpretedas perceivedef-

fectivenessjudgments. Studieswe found in which subjects reported their assessments of how convincing,
persuasive,effective,believable,or informativecertain
ads seemed to them included Aaker and Stayman
(1990), Biel and Bridgewater(1990), Burke and Edell
(1989), Burton and Lichtenstein (1988), Collins
et al. (1988), Edell and Burke (1987), Goethal and
Reckman (1973), Gunther and Thorson (1992), Holbrook (1978), Holbrookand Batra(1987), MacKenzie
and Lutz (1989), Miniard, Bhatla, and Rose (1990),
Percyand Lautman(1986), and Wright(1973). In taking such measures,these researchershave made an implicit assumptionthat people have some basis for generatingsuchjudgmentsand often do so naturallyduring
a message presentation. However, the underlying
knowledgeor processhas not been explicitlyexamined,
nor have these measuresbeen derivedfrom a model of
the possibledimensionsof perceivedeffectiveness.Further, the theoreticalrelationshipbetween people's subjective perceptionsof an ad's effectivenessand the ad's
actualeffectiveness(e.g., as measuredby some objective
indicatorsuch as a pre-postattitude change score) has
rarelybeen consideredin depth.
However, a few of these studies can be used to illustrate the applicabilityof the PKM to this area of research.For example, earlierwe suggestedthat emotion
may be a mediatorof persuasionrepresentedin people's
basic mental models. If so, our model predicts that
messagesthat do evoke strong emotion in targets, or
that seem likely to evoke emotions becauseof the message's perceived features,will be judged by targets to
be effective, while messages that do not evoke those
responsesor have those featureswill be judged as less
effective.Further,people's assessmentsof effectiveness
will be independent of the messages'actual effects on
topic attitudes, to the extent that those actual effects
are mediated by psychological events other than just
emotional responses. Two prior studies provide data
that we interpret as consistent with this prediction.
Holbrook and Batra (1987) set out to examine the relationships between people's postexposurebrand attitudes and their ad-contentbeliefs,ad-evokedemotions,
and global liking for the ads. However,in the analyses,
subjects' reports about how they believed the ad had
affectedtheir own brand attitudes (e.g., my attitude is
"more favorable/unfavorable";"like/dislike more")
were treated as the postexposure measure of actual
brand attitudes. From the scales' wordings we interpretedthese reportsas a "perceivedeffectiveness"measure that was distinct from an actual effects measure.
Recast this way, Holbrook and Batra's data indicate
that, among otherthings, people's ad-evokedemotions
caused (were positively related to) their subjective ad
effectivenessjudgments,but that the effectivenessjudgments werecorrelatedonly moderately,acrossads, with
the ads' actual effectson brandattitudes.In the second
relevant study, Gunther and Thorson (1992) showed
some subjectsemotion-arousingTV ads and other sub-
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jecfs ads that evoked little emotion. Subjectsthen reportedboth postexposuretopic attitudesand their beliefs about the effectivenessof the ads they had seen.
Therewere no differencesin the actual effectivenessof
the two types of messages,but the subjectsjudged the
emotion-arousingads as more effective.
We also suggestedearlier that "interest"may be a
basic mediator in people's mental models. If so, the
same type of prediction applies. Messagesthat stir an
audience member'sinterest, or seem likely to stir interestby virtueof theirperceivedfeatures,will bejudged
to be more effectivethan messagesthat do not, regardless of the messages'actual effects on topic attitudes.
Collins et al. (1988) had subjects read either a vividlanguageversion of a message (by definition, capable
of evokinga flood of quick mentalassociationsto things
of personalrelevance,i.e., highinterest)or a non-vividlanguageversion. Subjectsreportedtheir postexposure
attitudesand, as a secondarymeasure,theirjudgments
about the perceived effectivenessof the message they
read. There were no actual differencesin postexposure
attitudesacrossmessages,but subjects'perceptionswere
that the vivid-languageversion was more effective.
Another prediction from our frameworkis that an
external messagethat does cause actual topic-attitude
effects will be accuratelyattributedas a strong causal
influencewhen audiencemembershave no premessage
beliefs or attitude on that topic. In that case, people
will accuratelyperceivethat a changein their beliefs or
attitudeon the topic (from "nothing"to "something"),
of which they should be aware,can have only one apparent cause, which is external and cannot be due to
their own topic-relatedmemories at work. Two experimental findings seem consistent with this. In Wright
(1973) women reador heardads for a hypotheticalnew
product.Theirtopic belief-attitudesystemwastherefore
nonexistent before ad exposure. They reported both
postexposureproductattitudesand perceivedmessage
effectiveness.In this attitude-formationcase, these two
variableswere highly correlated.Similarly, Holbrook
(1978) had subjects read characterizationsof hypothetical products and then report both postexposure
productattitudesand perceivedmessageeffectiveness.
The two were again highly correlated.
One furtherprediction from our frameworkis that
targetswill not perceive a persuasionattempt on them
to be effectivewhen (a) it does not seem especiallyemotion-evokingor interest-stirring(mediatorsin people's
mental models) or (b) the targetsalreadyhave well-developed knowledge on the topic, which they access
to generatethoughtsduringa persuasionattempt,leading them to perceive any attitude changes as largely
self-caused, not externally caused. In Goethal and
Reckman(1973), a groupdiscussionof racetook place.
One groupmemberacted as a stooge and covertlytried
to influenceother members'attitudes.We can assume
from the descriptionof this situation that the targets
had well-developedprior attitudesabout race and that
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the subtle persuasionattempt was not highly emotionarousingor dramatic.In this case, subjectsreportedthat
they believedthe groupdiscussionhad no effecton their
topic attitudes,althoughit actuallydid have significant
effects.Further,they held firmin theirperceptionabout
the attempt'snegligiblecausal influenceeven when the
researcherremindedthem thattheirprediscussionracial
attitudes had been measuredand would be compared
to their postdiscussionattitudes. Our model explains,
we believe, why targets will not perceive an external
messageto have causally influencedthem under these
conditions.
The Persuasion Knowledge Model highlights the
knowledgebase and underlyingmechanismsby which
people learn to assess how effectivevariouspersuasion
attempts are and to judge how insulting, fair, manipulative,or respectfulthey seem. In additionto providing
a theoreticalexplanationof how people generateeffectivenessand appropriateness
judgments,the model also
predictsthat, as persuasionknowledgematures,a person will have the capacity to assess effects-on-selfas
distinct from effects-on-others.Further,an individual
with more well developed persuasionknowledge may
have beliefs about how target audiences with different
characteristicsare more or less affectedby ads with certain features. At the very least, this suggests that researchers'decisionsto askpeopleaboutperceivedeffects
of ads or sales presentationson self, on some specified
group of others, or in generalwill benefit from a theoretical rationale about how such judgments are pro*duced.Finally, greatertheoretical attention to the origins of perceivedeffectivenessjudgmentsmay enhance
the reasoningbehind the way perceivedeffectivenessis
measured, may help untangle perceived effectiveness
measuresfrom actualeffectivenessmeasuresmore precisely (see e.g., Aakerand Stayman1990;Holbrookand
Batra1987),and may assurethat perceivedeffectiveness
measuresare not used to both predictand definea construct(e.g., Miniardet al. 1990).
On a more generallevel, we believe that consumers'
generationof effectivenessjudgmentsis a substantively
interesting,and potentially complex, phenomenon in
itself. The PKM identifiestwo ways in which people's
subjectiveassessmentsof a persuasionattempt'seffectiveness may be relatedto its actual (objectivelymeasured)effectiveness.First, there is the case in which an
ad'sor salespresentation'seffectson attitudesarelargely
capturedby an internalreactionthat audiencemembers
are consciously awareof (e.g., emotions) and consider
to be an importantmediatorof persuasion.In that case,
what subjects report about perceived effectiveness
should accuratelyreflectthe actualeffectivenessresults,
and the appropriateinterpretationis that the subjects'
reports are an alternate measure of actual effectiveness.

However,subjectscould also achieve high accuracyby
usingtheirpersuasionbeliefsto predictthe effectiveness
of the persuasion attempt from its emotion-evoking
characteristics,without havingdirectlyexperiencedthe
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emotional responses. In that case, a high correlation
between subjects'effectivenessreportsand actualeffectiveness results deservesa differentsort of interpretation, that is, that subjects'mental modelspredictedthe
actual effects accurately.Conversely,there will be no
relationshipbetween subjects'effectivenessbeliefs and
actualeffectsif (a) subjectsrely on their own conscious
reactionsto assesseffectiveness,but those reactionsare
not the importantpsychologicalmediatorsthat actually
governthe ad's overalleffects,and/or (b) subjectsdraw
on persuasionknowledgeto predict effectivenessbut
have inaccuratemental models of persuasion (in this
situation),or identify"predictor"characteristicsin the
persuasionattempt that are incomplete or invalid (in
this instance).
Clearly, understandingthe generation of perceived
effectivenessjudgmentsor beliefs,andthe rolewe expect
these to play, is not simple. This issue is relatedto, but
distinct from, the issue raised by Nisbett and Wilson
(1977). They arguedthat verbalreportsaboutthe effects
of external stimuli (e.g., marketingcommunications)
on oneself do not emanate from people's conscious
awarenessof an actualcausalprocessas it occurswithin
them, and that any accuracyachieved in such reports
is due only to people's use of socially constructed
knowledgethey possess from many sources. Critiques
of Nisbett and Wilson'stheorizingand empiricalanalyses, together with later theoretical refinements and
studies (e.g., Ericsson and Simon 1984; Smith and
Miller 1978; Wright and Rip 1981), suggest that the
awarenessissue be left open. For our presentpurposes,
however, we note that the PKM deals with whatever
persuasionknowledgepeople develop, regardlessof its
accuracy,and regardlessof whetherit is from socially
available folk knowledge, their own general observations of social events, or their own conscious reactions
as targetsof a persuasionattempt.We do not claim that
people's accuracyin assessingan ad's or sales presentation's effects implies conscious awareness of their
psychologicalprocesses,but we do arguethatthe process
and input they use to generatesuch assessments,and
the way they use such assessmentsto refinetheir agent
or topic attitudes,are importantissues to examine.

CoachingTargets:Forewarning,Inoculation,
and Education
Researchon coachingpersuasiontargetsto cope more
effectivelywith persuasionattempts has taken various
forms. We include here researchon the forewarningof
targets,on attitude immunization procedures,and on
the education of children or adults about advertising
or sales practices. Coaching efforts such as these presumablyaim to effectivelyincreasepeople'spersuasion
knowledge and persuasion coping skills. In these researchstreams,however,the nature,development,and
use of persuasionknowledgehas not been theoretically

or empiricallyanalyzedas the basis for the researchor
educationalprograms.
In researchon forewarningeffects,targets'personal
persuasionknowledgehas not been identifiedas a source
of forewarnings,as would be suggestedby the PKM.
Forewarningshave been externallysupplied and have
dealt with the generalpersuasiveintent of the message
(e.g., Brehm 1972;Haasand Grady 1975)or the general
position to be advocated,for example, prosmokingor
pro-Chevrolet(McGuire and Papageorgis1962; Petty
and Cacioppo 1977). Researchgroundedin the PKM
would go beyond this and examine the possibility of
forewarningsas self-generatedfromwhatpeoplebelieve
about the situation or agent or from what they observe
about the agent's behavior as the interaction unfolds.
Further,providingexternallysuppliedwarningsabout
a specificpersuasion tactic would also be of interest.
Theorists drawingon reactancetheory have proposed
broadlythatwarningof generalpersuasiveintent simply
motivates some form of resistance by the audience
(Brehm 1972; Haas and Grady 1975). Petty and Cacioppo (1986) proposed a wider set of responses, including simple message rejection, active counterarguing, or careful message scrutiny. These process
explanationshave not referredto people developing a
capacity to interpretagents' actions, warn themselves
before,during,or aftera persuasionattempt,and select
from a wide variety of situationalcoping strategies.In
advertisingand consumer behavior researchon adult
consumers there has been little interest in examining
the effectsof warnings,perhapsbecauseof the assumption that adult consumersare fully awareof the general
goals of advertisersand salespeople.
In researchon how to increasepeople's resistanceto
persuasionor "counterpersuasion"(Bither,Dolich, and
Nell 1971; McGuire 1964; Szybillo and Heslin 1973)
there is no referenceto educatingpeople about particularpersuasiontactics.The emphasisin that theorizing
was instead on factorsthat affectpeople's topic knowledge and capacityto access that knowledgeto generate
topic-relatedcounterarguments.In a related manner,
in researchon consumers' self-knowledgeabout their
capacitiesto handlesocialinfluencesituationsin general
(e.g., Barach 1968; Bither and Wright 1973; McGuire
1976; Nisbett and Gordon 1967) or their abilities to
handle information-processingtasks pertinent to persuasion coping (Wright 1975), or their tendencies to
rely on the counsel of other consumers about what to
buy (Bearden,Netemeyer,and Teel 1989),the measures
have not asked people directly about their knowledge
of advertisers'or salespeople'stactics.
Brucks,Armstrong,and Goldberg(1988) arguedinsightfullythat childrenneed to acquiredetailedknowledge about advertisingtactics and to learn to access
that knowledge,when necessary,in orderto cope well
with advertising.Theirtheorizingmovesin the direction
suggestedby the PKM, and they demonstratethat educational programsthat do supply detailedtactical in-
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formationcan influencechildren'sresponsesto ads undersome conditions.Relatedly,GaethandHeath( 1987)
examinedtrainingprogramsdesignedto increaseadults'
abilities to cope with some types of misleadingadvertising.The PKMpredictsthat, to be effective,programs
designedto enhancepersuasioncopingexpertiseshould
beginwith a thoroughconceptualmodel of the elements
of the individuals' persuasion knowledge and of the
possibleset of coping (i.e., self-management)tacticsthe
audience segment of interest might learn to execute.
Given this grounding,thoroughbaseline measurement
of the state of people'spersuasionknowledgeshould be
done beforeinstructionalmaterialsor programsare designed, in order to identify specific deficiencies that
might be correctedand to provide baseline measures
for assessinggainsin knowledge.It does not appearthat
the educationalmaterialsused in many children'seducationalprograms(Pfloghoftand Anderson1982)have
evolved from this type of systematic"model and measurement"approach.Descriptionsof materialsareoften
ambiguous as to what guided their development, but
our impressionis that educators'intuitionshave played
a major role. Even when psychologistsprominent in
persuasionresearchhave writteneducationalmaterials
on persuasionwith the intention of increasingcoping
expertise in the general public (e.g., Cialdini 1987;
Pratkanisand Aronson 1992), they have not grounded
their coaching effortsin prior analysis of the public's
existing beliefs about persuasion practices and processes.
In addition,the PKMmakesclearthat makingpeople
awareof an agent'spossibletacticalaction is only a first
step in the processby which targetsdevelop a capacity
to consistently and effectively self-manage their responsesto that tactic duringa persuasionattempt. Effective coping requiresthat targets must also acquire
"if-then" proceduralknowledge;that is, people must
figureout (or be coached on) what types of cognitive
or emotional actions they might perform when they
notice a particulartactic being used. To become fluent
at using any such coping tactic, they also need practice
opportunities. There will usually be a period after
someone firstbecomes awareof an unsuspectedtype of
tactic duringwhich their responsesto it may fluctuate
considerably,as they try out variouscoping tactics and
settle on ones they feel comfortableexecuting.Further,
in the real world, their practice opportunitiesmay be
limitedduringthe initial learningperiod,dependingon
how the agents in their life act, so that initial coping
expertisemay fade fromlack of practice.Coachingprogramscan supplythis criticalpracticeopportunity.Finally, if someone learns about a generic type of tactic,
they must also develop skill in recognizing different
versions of that tactic being executed. Coaching programsthat supply only one or two examplesleave it to
the individualsto develop a more abstractconcept of
the tactic, which will enable them to readilynotice the
tactic in its various enactments. Thus, effectively
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coaching adults or children on how to cope with particular persuasion tactics, across situations, requires
programsgroundedin a full analysisof preexistingpersuasion knowledge and of the knowledge acquisition
process.The PersuasionKnowledgeModelmay provide
a useful frameworkfor such research.

The ElaborationLikelihood Model
The basicprinciplesof the ELM(Pettyand Cacioppo
1986) have stimulated our thinking in a number of
ways,especiallyregardingthe variouscausaleffectsthat
particularfeatures of a persuasion attempt may have
in different situations. The ELM's basic premise regardingallocation of effortto refinementof one's topic
attitudeis extendedin the PersuasionKnowledgeModel
to applyto the trade-offbetweenusing topic knowledge
and persuasionknowledge.Further,the PKM adds the
taskof refiningagentattitudesas a basicgoal and makes
predictionsabouthow peopleallocateresourcesto topic
and agent knowledgestructuresjointly. Nothing in our
discussion of these resource allocation activities is at
odds with what the ELM predicts.
The Elaboration Likelihood Model proposes that
sometimespeople are influencedmainly by "peripheral
cues" in a messageand that peripheralcues include any
variablecapableof affectingpersuasionwithoutscrutiny
of the messageargumentson the topic. The ELM'svery
generaltreatmentof peripheralcues is understandable,
given the breadthof the ELM'spropositions.However,
this vaguenessregardingperipheralcues has been the
most discomfortingaspectof the ELM(Areniand Lutz
1988;Eaglyand Chaiken1993;Stiff 1986).Forexample,
Eagly and Chaiken (1993) arguedthat the ELM's peripheralpersuasionroutelackstheoreticalprecisionand
depth because it does not explain why particularperipheral cues (such as communicator characteristics,
messagelength, or type of backgroundmusic) will operate, nor why peripheralcues of various sorts are supposedly ignored completely when message arguments
are being thoughtfullyconsidered.
Presumably,what is needed to make the concept of
peripheralcues more useful is a concentratedanalysis
of whyand howcertaintypes of cues come to play "signaling"roles. The PKM moves in that directionby examiningthe basis for people'sreactionsto agentactions
that they, as targets,construeas a tactic. Perceivedtactics are not a type of cue discussed in ELM presentations, so the PKM also introduces "perceivedtactics"
into the arrayof potentiallyimportantcues. We believe
that the PKM's treatmentof the development and accessibility of persuasion knowledge provides a potentially more completeexplanationfor certainpersuasion
phenomenathan the ELM'semphasison topic knowledge alone.
To illustratethe differencein orientationbetweenthe
ELM and the PKM, consider the oft-cited study by
Petty, Cacioppo, and Schumann (1983) on the inter-
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active effectsof processinginvolvement, quality of the
claims in an ad, and type of product endorserin the
ad. They predicted and found that variations in the
quality of the claims (strongvs. weak arguments)have
a greaterimpact on product attitudes under high involvement than underlow involvement, and that variation in the type of endorser(celebrityvs. averageperson) has a greaterimpact under low than under high
involvement.The PKM seeksto explain in more depth
when and why such things as celebrity endorsers,average-personendorsers,lengthy claims, claims accompanied by statisticsor test results, and so forth are interpreted as tactics; what types of inferences and
judgmentstheseinterpretationsof a "tactic"evoke;and
the effectof those inferencesand evaluations on agent
and/or topic attitude refinements.

The Heuristic-SystematicModel
Our thinking has also been stimulated by the Heuristic-SystematicModel (Chaiken 1987). The perspective on resourceallocationsofferedby the HSM is compatible with what the Persuasion Knowledge Model
proposes.Further,the HSM is closely alignedwith the
PKM by a sharedemphasis on people's use of certain
types of knowledgeother than topic knowledge. Specifically, a central premise of the HSM is that people
seekingto refinetopic attitudeslearn to conserve cognitive effort on that task by using simple "persuasion
heuristics,"such as "lengthy messages are valid," in
supportof their goal of holding a valid topic attitude.
Persuasionheuristics of this sort are diagnostic rules
that may or may not entail an understandingof why
agentsbehaveas they do; that is, such rulesmay simply
reflectcovariationlearning.In the HSM these heuristics
'have not been conceptualized in terms of perceived
persuasiontactics.As discussed,accordingto the PKM,
in additionto any suchheuristicsforjudgingthe validity
of messagecontent, people will also develop heuristics
for (a) identifying a type of tactic being used, (b) for
inferringwhy a tactic is being used, (c) for assessingan
ad's or a salespresentation'seffectiveness,and so forth.
That is, heuristicsbased on persuasionknowledgemay
pertain to any of the tasks people seek to accomplish
in serviceto their overallgoal of coping effectivelywith
persuasionattempts. The PKM also highlightsthe development and maturation of persuasion knowledge
overtime. Discussionsof persuasionheuristicsin HSM
presentationshave dealt only brieflywith the originsof
the specific validity-heuristicsidentified and have not
dealt with how changesin these heuristicsmight occur.
We see the PKM's change-of-meaningprinciple as
complementing,but going beyond, what the HSM proposes. Accordingto the HSM, a feature of persuasion
attempts acquires meaning as a persuasion heuristic
once a person comes to believe that the feature'spresence reliablypredictswhen a messagewill be valid or
invalid. In contrast, the PKM proposes that a feature

that has served as a validity cue, in the way the HSM
describes,may come to be interpretedas part of a persuasiontactic. Once this occurs,that feature'smeaning
as a cue is changed fundamentally,and its value as a
validity heuristicwill be eliminated, or at least altered.
As stated earlier,an innovation in the PKM is that
we begin to examine how people pursue goals other
than the goal of refiningtheir topic attitude.The goals
we highlightare the evaluation of the persuasionagent
and the developmentof personalpersuasionknowledge.
Chaiken et al. (1989) present a very useful discussion
of the value of studyinghow people pursueone specific
goal versustrying to examine how they pursue several
differentgoals. Specifically,Chaiken et al. (1989) suggested that the HSM might be applied to explain how
people pursuethe goal of defendingone's topic attitude
or the goal of adjustingone's topic attitudeto manage
the impressionone makes on an agent. We note, however, that even in their suggestedredirection,Chaiken
et al. (1989) retainthe traditionalview that targetsfocus
on their topic attitude during persuasion processing.
And further,castingtargetsas concernedwith an agent's
attitude toward them, ratherthan as actively engaged
in assessingtheir own attitudetowardthe agent, seems
to perpetuatethe traditionalview that targetsarepassive
relative to agents. The goals we highlight representa
strongerbreakfrom the way targetshave typicallybeen
cast. In any case, expandingpersuasionresearchto new
domains of audience goal-seekingbehaviors, and examining the knowledgepeople must develop to pursue
those goals, as in the HSM and PKM, is an exciting
developmentthat remindsus, as researchers,to remain
open to unplanneddiscovery.
As an example that merits discussion, consider a
study by Ratneshwarand Chaiken(1991) on consumers' use of a persuasionheuristicin respondingto new
product advertising.Researchers'working models of
the phenomenon they investigate often severely filter
whatthey make of datathey collect from measuresthey
see as secondary,or what they discernfrom resultsthat
are at odds with theirmodel. However,Ratneshwarand
Chaiken's(1991) discussionillustrateshow the process
of developing new perspectiveshelps keep researchers
open to all that their data imply. In their study, the
particularpersuasionheuristic being investigatedwas
"theperceivedcomprehensibilityof a messageindicates
that message's validity." The researchersfound, in a
pilot study, that subjects had drawn inferences about
the agent from observing how clear the message was.
Such an inference about agent traits is what the PKM
dealswith. However,for Ratneshwarand Chaiken'stest
of this aspect of the HSM, such an inferencewas "undesirable"becauseit suggestsa possibleprocessat work
otherthanthe one theirmodelpredicts.It is noteworthy,
therefore,that these researchersdrewout the broadimplications of this result: "Our pilot study data are a
reminder of the important but frequently neglected
theoreticaland methodologicalfact that message con-
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tent . . . can influence recipients' attitudes toward the

message source as well. as their attitudes toward the
messagetopic" (Ratneshwarand Chaiken 1991, p. 60).
Other researchersworking more closely within traditional attitudetheory,includingthe authors,may have
often missed evidence of the use of persuasionknowledge, or of the evaluationof tacticsand agents,that was
containedin manipulationchecksand other secondary
measures,pilot studyresults,anddense,ambiguousdata
such as thought verbalizationsor verbatimrecall protocols that requireselectivecoding. Modelsthat stretch
our mindsmay also leadus to noticethingswe otherwise
might have missed.

AttributionTheory Accounts of Persuasion
As stated earlier,we conceive of persuasionknowledge as partof the common sense psychologythat people develop (Heider 1958) to help themselves understandand managesocial relations.Researchon people's
everydaysociocognitiveknowledgehas takentwo paths.
The dominantone is exemplifiedby attributiontheory,
which posits generalprocessesby which lay people produce and modify social (and other) knowledge structuresacrossa varietyof knowledgedomains.Consumer
researchershave insightfullyappliedthe principlessuggested by such generaltheories of everydaycausal understandingto explain some aspect of how consumers
interpretpersuasionattempts (e.g., Settle and Golden
1974; Smith and Hunt 1978; Sparkmanand Locander
1980).
These applicationsof attributiontheory are forerunners to the PersuasionKnowledgeModel in that they
highlightthe fact that persuasiontargetsoften have an
interpretiveorientation toward the ads and sales presentations they observe. Thus far, the consumer has
been depicted in attributiontheory accounts as trying
to understandwhy someone speaking on behalf of a
marketer(e.g., a product endorser,a salesperson)has
chosento advocatethe productthey areendorsing(e.g.,
"Why is this person saying s/he thinks Chevy trucks
are great?").In the PKM, the consumers'interpretive
interests are conceived more broadly, entailing such
questionsas, Why has the agent chosen this spokesperson?Whyhasthe agentchosento havethe spokesperson
use this approach to persuading me? What do these
choices tell me about the agent?Certainly,the general
principlesabouthow peopleinterpretsocialmotivations
and actions that are suggestedby various attribution
theories offer important basic insights on consumers'
interpretationsof persuasion-relatedphenomena. In
fact, in our conception of persuasion knowledge, we
adopt Kelley's (1983) "perceived causal structure"
framework,which underpins attribution theory accounts. The goal of the PKM is to focus more precisely
and deeply on the particulardomain of persuasion-relatedlay knowledge.Researcherssteepedin attribution
theory have themselves concluded that the "targetas

interpreter"perspectiveon persuasionhas not been developed to its full potential (Eagly and Chaiken 1984;
Folkes 1988). Interestin learningmuch more aboutthe
specific content and uses of everyday persuasion
knowledgeis akin to studies of lay knowledgein other
importantsociocognitivedomainssuch as interpersonal
relations(Davis and Roberts 1985), parentalinfluence
(Knight and Goodnow 1988), personality (Goldberg
1981), and intelligenceor creativity(Sternberg1985).

InterpersonalCompliance Gaining
People's persuasionknowledgeguides their production of persuasionattempts as well as their coping activities. Interpersonalcommunication research,under
the rubricof "compliancegaining," has examined lay
people's conceptions of the actions they use, or believe
that others use, to exert interpersonal influence on
friends, family, or co-workers.To our knowledge,this
researchhasyet to directlyinfluenceconsumerresearch.
We examined several dozen of these studies for insightsabout people'sconceptions of persuasiontactics.
However, this work was difficultto interpretand reconcile and was of less relevanceto our developmentof
the PKM than we had hoped. One reason is the conceptual and methodological variability across studies
(see Cody and McLaughlin[1990], O'Keefe [1990] for
a discussionof theseissues).In addition,the disciplinary
diversityamongthe contributingresearchershas greatly
limited conceptual consolidation, and programmatic
researchhas not been common. For example,we found
three studies in the same journal, appearingin three
consecutive years, which drew theoretical inspiration
from (a) moral reasoningand text comprehensiontheory (Rule et al. 1985), (b) family sociology theory
(Howard,Blumstein, and Schwartz1986), and (c) personality and psychobiologytheory (Buss et al. 1987).
Buss et al. (1987) did not referencethe two earlierstudies, and Howard et al. (1986) also did not reference
Rule et al. (1985). Clearly,interestin people's conceptions of influencetactics is high, but the lack of a welldeveloped model of persuasion knowledge may have
contributedto the slow refinementof concepts and the
slow cumulation of findings.
A thirdlimitationof the compliance-gainingresearch
is the conceptual treatment of "tactics" in this work.
In these prior studies, many of which are taxonomic,
the psychologicalaspectsof people's knowledgeof persuasion tactics have been ignored almost completely.
Researchershave treated influence "tactics," conceptually and operationally,as overt actions. For example,
althoughthe names of the discoveredtacticssometimes
can be construedin terms of a general sort of psychological effect, such as, to reason, bargain (Falbo and
Peplau 1980), warn, hint, ingratiate (Wiseman and
Schenk-Hamlin 1981), charm, or coerce (Buss et al.
1987), nothing more precise has been probed about
what these tactics, or others, mean to people in terms
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of the psychological activities they are thought to
causallyinfluence.In fact,the taxonomiesdefinetactics
so broadlythat "to persuade"oftencomprisesone single
type of tactic. We believe that, by ignoringthe psychological rationalesthat people have for thinking of one
or another type of action as an influence tactic, researchersmay be constrainingtheir ability to understand the persuasionprocess. In the PKM, perceived
psychologicalmediatorsarethe cornerstoneof people's
tactic conceptions,such that beliefsaboutpsychological
mediatorsare the organizingfoundationof persuasion
knowledge. This conceptualization may provide one
avenue for more fruitfulintegrativeresearchon everyday social influence knowledge.

TOWARD AN INTEGRATED THEORY
OF THE BEHAVIOR OF PERSUASION
TARGETS AND AGENTS
In developingthe PersuasionKnowledgeModel, we
have sought to expand and redirectthe study of persuasion, with the ultimate goal of developing an integratedtheory of the interplaybetween agents'and targets' persuasion knowledge, that is, what marketers
believe and what consumersbelieve (see Fig. 1). As a
firststep, this articlehas concentratedon the development and use of persuasionknowledgeby consumers.
Althoughwe cannot fully addressall of the PKM's implicationsfor both agentsand targetshere, we can outline some aspectsof such a theory.
First,we assumeagentsand targetsseek, respectively,
to be maximallyeffectivein theirpersuasionproduction
behaviorand persuasioncoping behavior.These overarchinggoalsapplyto individualpersuasionencounters,
recurringor ongoing influence relationshipswith specific others, and persuasion episodes across contexts.
Both agentsand targetsdevelop mental models of persuasionprocesses,and of theirown and the otherparty's
beliefs about how to persuadeor how to cope with persuasion attempts. Asymmetries in their respective
knowledge structuresmay occur in either direction.
Sometimes particulartargets understand more about
persuasionprocesses,and about the persuasionknowledge level of the other party, than that agent understands. One example would be when children or teenagerstry to influenceparents,teachers,or other adults.
As another example, the persuasiongoals and tactics
of novice advertisers(e.g., entrepreneurs)or salespeople
may be transparentto consumersexperiencedin coping
with advertisingand sales encounters. In other cases,
the mismatchmay occurin the oppositedirection,such
that an agent understandsmore than the target. And,
of course, sometimes agents and targets are evenly
matched.
As an individual's persuasionknowledge develops,
asymmetriessuch as these will ebb and flow. The issue
of the "validity"of someone's persuasionknowledgeis
complex. First, given that there are differentelements

of persuasion knowledge, people may have valid
knowledge about one type of element, but relatively
less valid knowledgeabout another.For example,some
consumers may have an incomplete understandingof
all of the importantpsychologicalmediatorsof persuasion but a fairlyaccurateinsightabout the effectof specific advertisingtactics on the mediatorsthat they do
recognize(e.g., accurateinsight about how advertisers
influence attention). Or, a person may have valid
knowledgeabout how to cope with sales presentations,
but less valid insight about how to plan and execute
(i.e., produce) a sales presentation. Further, it seems
incorrect to conceptualize the validity of personal
knowledgesimplyas an accurategeneralunderstanding
of how persuasion processes work. In specific agenttargetencountersor relationships,the validity of each
party'spersuasionknowledgedepends,in part, on how
accurately they each understand the other's current
persuasionknowledge.By the lattercriterion,consumer
researchers(includingthe authors)and social psychologists have persuasionknowledgeof limited validity.
Similarly, because agents' persuasion knowledge
keeps evolving, the validity of a target's knowledge
about those agents'goals and tactics will also fluctuate.
Although the issue has not been examined, there may
be some predictablepatternsin the waysin which"more
expert"agents adaptto changesin the knowledgebase
of targets.For example, as consumersdevelop increasing insight,marketerswho foreseeor notice this change
may first seek relative advantage by using external
moves (i.e., tactics) of which a targetis not yet aware.
However, as consumers' knowledge keeps maturing,
insightful marketers may find themselves limited to
searchingfor increasinglynovel ways to execute wellknown tactics, to becoming openly respectfulof consumers'expertise(e.g., craftingpersuasionattemptsthat
experiencedconsumerswill evaluateas "goodmoves"),
to recyclingtactical executions that have not been "in
style" recently, or even to overt mockery of campaign
tacticsthat targetsarethoughtto be fully awareof (e.g.,
the Energizerbunny ad campaign that mocks prototypical advertisingexecutions).

Moving Targets
All people are "moving targets" whose knowledge
about persuasion keeps changing. In the "game" of
persuasion, the persuasion knowledge of the players
changesdevelopmentallyand historically.As social scientists, we do not sit silently on the sidelines but leap
to coach the players (students, managers),thereby affectingtheirknowledgeof persuasion,and of each other.
If we can incorporatethe persuasion-relatedknowledge
structuresof both targetsand agents directly into our
theoretical models and measure or manipulate that
knowledgein our studies,then we may be able to better
understandreal-worldpersuasionphenomena and improve the validity of our theories.
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However,because people are "moving targets,"the
phenomenon itself is, to a persuasiontheorist, also a
movingtarget.Some causalrelationshipsbetweenagent
behaviorsand target responseswill change over time.
This may limit, to some degree, the validity of any
"currentlyvalid" persuasion model. Certainlynot all
responsesby people to a persuasionattemptare guided
by persuasionknowledge.Therefore,one choice for a
researcherwould be to simply confine theory-building
to the more stable parts of agent and targetbehaviors
and to therebyaccept as unexplainablevariancewhatevereffectsarecausedby the parties'persuasionknowledge. This appearsto be the posture of traditionalpersuasionresearch.Anotherchoice, which we favor,is to
try to directly incorporate developmental and social
enlightenmenteffectsinto ourtheoriesand therebytreat
the inherentinstabilityof the phenomenon as explainable (see Gergen 1982).
We cannot retrospectivelyknow much about the
persuasionknowledge of the subjects whose response
behaviorshave providedthe empiricalgristfor the theory tests of the last four decades. There is very little
evidence about, or discussion of, the developmentalor
historical contingencies of persuasion knowledge.
However, Eagly's (1978) review of gender differences
in influenceabilityis suggestive.She comparedgender
effectsin studies on persuasionand group conformity
before 1970 with those from 1970-1977. In the latter
period,therewere of course some strongculturalshifts
in Americanwomen's self images and social thinking.
Consequently,it is likely that the young women in the
pool of subjectsused for the studies in the 1970s had
developedpersuasioncoping goals and beliefs that differedfrom those of their predecessors.In the pre-1970
period,women appearedmore influenceablethan men
in 32 percentof the persuasionstudiesand in 39 percent
of the groupconformitystudies. In the 1970-1977 period, these figureswere 8 percent and 14 percent, respectively. Added perspectiveon this comes from realizing that the "women are more influenceable"
propositionwas pronounced as valid in widely circulated inventoriesof social psychologicalresearchfindingswrittenin the 1960s.Not only was that proposition
shown to be temporallycontingent, but the enlightenment provided by these social science writings may
have,to some degree,contributeddirectlyto the changes
in women's persuasionknowledge.
We do not know when, if ever,persuasionknowledge
stabilizes in the life span or at what ages people go
through significant learning-and-practicephases in
whichthey try executingnew copingtacticsor pursuing
morechallengingpersuasionmanagementgoals.In such
phases,their coping behaviorsmay be inefficientor in
flux, and describing or explaining them may be especiallydifficult.Withthis in mind, we note the possible
risks of relying on subjectswho are uniformly at any
particularstageof persuasionknowledgedevelopment,
for example, those in late adolescence or very early
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adulthood. If young adults, 18-23 years old, are relatively inexperiencedin persuasiongames, and theories
of how messagesinfluencepeople arebased on research
done with that population of targets,then this should
be acknowledgedas a limitation on the validityand/or
generalizabilityof those data and theories.
Further,the perspectivepresentedin the PKM puts
the practice of excluding from data analysis subjects
who show a glimmer of insight about manipulatedinfluence tactics in a new light. By excluding these subjects, researchershave implicitly acknowledgedtheir
belief that the hypothesizedtactic effectsmay only predictably occur among not-very-insightfultargets.(See
Shimp, Hyatt, and Snyder [1991] for a discussion of
the potential systematicbias that can be introducedby
eliminating"alert"hypothesisguessersfrom data analyses.) We suggestthat it may be very fruitful to treat
measured persuasion knowledge as a factor in these
studies, ratherthan as a basis for exclusion. This proposal is consistent with the evolution of an "artifact"
to a "main effect"describedby McGuire (1969b). He
outlines one way in which constructs enter into our
research,using as examples the variables"suspiciousness of persuasiveintent" and "responseset." McGuire
arguesthat these variablesfollowed a common path in
which they were first ignored;then once noticed, they
were treatedas a "problem"to be coped with (e.g., by
eliminatingsubjectsor creatingcatchscales);and finally
they were "exploited"and became theoreticallyinteresting in their own right. Persuasion knowledge may
very well be anotherinstance of this evolutionaryprocess.

Cultural and Individual Differences
In addition to temporal contingencies, there are
probablyculturaland individualdifferencesin people's
motivation to develop and use persuasionknowledge,
as well as in their effectivenessin using it. For example,
Markusand Kitayama(1991) discussedways in which
the cognitive,emotional, and motivationalexperiences
of people with culturallymandated"independentconstrualsof the self" may differfrom those of people with
an "interdependentconstrual of the self." This difference in self-schema may, it seems, relate closely to
someone's tendency to interpret persuasion episodes
mainly in terms of a personal attitude on the topic or
mainly in terms of a personal attitude on the social
relationship with the agent (target). While relatively
more people in Western cultures may hold the independent-selfview than in non-Westerncultures, individualswithin a culturewill also vary on this trait. The
variationwithin a polyethnicculturesuch as the United
States may be significant.
The persuasion theories in Western social psychology were largely developed by white, male, academic
high achievers,within whom an independentconstrual
of the self would be pronounced. This may shed light
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on why those theories so uniformly cast targetsas focused on what messages mean for "my topical attitude," ratherthan as consideringthe beliefs, feelings,
and intentionsof the otherparty,and theirrelationship
with each other. These theorists (the second author
included) may have unconsciously assumed, because
of their own cultural imperative, that all persuasion
targets"act like me."
In additionto self-schemacharacteristics,individual
traits that pertain directly to persuasion coping goals
and tactics would be identifiable.Some previouslyresearchedtraits,suchas dogmatismor Machiavellianism,
may seem relatableto persuasionknowledgeand coping, although these traits have not been directly conceived or measuredin terms of persuasioncoping. Developingtraittheoriesand measuresthat apply directly
to the domain of persuasioncoping seems desirable.
Finally,individualresearchersshouldrealizethat the
developmentof any otherperson'smodel of persuasion
may surpassor lagbehindtheirown. The mentalmodels
of manylay peoplemay, in fact,havedevelopedfurther,
or in differentdirections,than those of any persuasion
"expert,"such as a consumer researcheror an advertising professional.The issue of the comparabilitybetween people or groupsdeservesstudy.

Targetsand Agents versus Observers
Persuasionknowledge not only helps people in respondingto persuasionas a target,it helps them simply
understandwhat is happeningin many social encounters. Therefore,situations in which someone in an observer'srole is using persuasion knowledge to understandagents,targets,or the interplaybetweenthem may
be quite common. Because targets are actively immersedin the social interactionthey seek to interpret,
they may not necessarilyuse persuasionknowledgein
the same way as passive observers.Gilbert,Jones, and
Pelham (1987) make this point regardingthe vantage
point and inferencesof agentsversuspassiveobservers.
Attributionresearchershave largelystudiedpassiveobservers,not active agents (Gilbertet al. 1987) or active
targets. We cannot in this article discuss the targetagent-observerdifferencein depth.However,we believe
that questionsabout such differencesof perspective,for
example, the differentjudgments these parties make
about a persuasionattempt'seffectiveness(cf. Corfman
1990), may be usefullyexaminedwithin the theoretical
frameworkpresentedin the PKM.

IMPLICATIONS FOR CONSUMER
RESEARCH
The change-of-meaningprinciple and the idea that
consumerslearn to cope with newly perceived tactics
graduallyover time have implications for the conduct
of researchon any type of agent action or messagefea-

ture that might be construedby consumersas a tactic.
For example,since advertisersbeganto use directcomparativeadvertisingabout two decades ago, consumer
researchershave continued to study people'sresponses
to various types of comparativeads. From Wilkie and
Farris's (1975) initial conceptual analysis through
Pechmann and Ratneshwar's(1991) study, the results
of dozens of studies have been reported. During that
time, consumershave changed.At the startof that time
period,people had rarelyobservedany sort of comparative advertising.As of today,peoplein late adolescence
or early adulthood have lived in an environment in
which comparativeads, in all shapes and forms, have
been present in virtually all product and service categories. During this time span, consumers first gained
awarenessof the tactic and then wrestled with interpretingwhy marketersuse it. They have come to hold
beliefs about when using comparativeads would be effectiveand appropriate,and when not. Consumershave
learnedhow best to cope with comparativeads in general, or in particularsituations. The knowledgeabout
comparativeads of Prasad's(1976) or Belch's (1981)
subjects may be different from the knowledge about
comparativeads of Dr6ge's (1989) or Pechmann and
Ratneshwar's(1991) subjects. Further,the savvy that
Prasad's(1976) subjectshad at the time they servedas
subjectsmay differin importantways from the knowledge they would have access to when they confront
comparativeadvertisingtoday or in future years.
The same thingscan be said about any tacticalaction
(e.g., actions to induce commitment or self-labeling,to
elicit feelings of obligation to reciprocate,to present
evidence of consensus, to manufacturecredibilityperceptions, to convey a product's supposed scarcity, to
evoke particularemotions such as fear or warmth).As
a generalproposition,we doubt that the effectsof any
of these or other tactics that agents use are immune to
the change-of-meaningprinciple. However, that is an
empirical question. The effects of any of these tactics
may be alteredby people's gaining awarenessof them,
incorporatingbeliefs about them into their persuasion
knowledge,and using that knowledgewhen processing
a persuasionattempt.Their effectsmay continue to be
altered as long as people's interpretationsand evaluations of the tactics, and their strategiesfor coping with
them, keep changing.
The PKM also suggeststhat establishingresearchsettings in which subjects' persuasionknowledge is suppressed(e.g., by misleadingthem about persuasiveintent) or misdirected will not yield empirical results
readily generalizableto real-world settings in which
people arebetterable to accessand use theirpersuasion
knowledge.(See Wells [1993] for a relatedargument.)
Further,for understandablereasons, researchersoften
go througha numberof pilot studiesin whichthey finetune their executions of a particularmessagefeaturein
orderto get an execution that is well craftedenough to
producethe effectsthey seek.However,in the real-world
persuasionepisodes,consumersobservea full spectrum
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of subtle craftsmanshipand transparentheavy-handedness in tactic executions. By limiting the stimuli we
studyto those involving only the executions of a tactic
that go unsuspected,or to only one exemplarof a tactic
(i.e., single-messagedesigns),we miss the chance to observewhathappenswhen people can more easily notice
what is being attempted.
Otheraspectsof the researchdesignscommonly used
in persuasionstudies have been selected precisely because they suppress "undesirable"use of persuasion
knowledgeby subjects.For example,within-subjectdesignsarerarein persuasionresearch,becauseresearchers
believethat showingsubjectsseveraldifferentmessages
on the same topic will make salient to them that the
messageshave all been designedto have differentfeatures, which may then stimulatethose subjectsto infer
whatthe messagedesignershad in mind regardinggoals
and tactics. But of course, in everydaypersuasionvenues people often observerival agents using contrasting
tactics, or even the same agent shifting tactics when
speakingto differenttargets. As another example, researchersconsider chitchat among subjectsthat might
deal with the perceived tactics or goals of a stimulus
messageto be undesirable"contamination."They go
to greatlengths to suppressits effects,for example, by
not allowing subjectsto talk during message exposure
or to even vocally expressa reaction,by telling subjects
it is taboo to talk about the message or situation with
other people who may later be exposed to the same
stimulus message, and by (usually) refraining from
trackinga message'seffects into the period when subjects have moved beyond the researcher'scontrol and
can now chat amongthemselves.But again,in everyday
life these "contaminations"simply representpeople's
natural use of cognitive and social resourcesto cope
with persuasion.Detachingpeople fromthese resources
does not seem to be defensible researchstrategyonce
we acknowledge the importance of their persuasion
knowledge.
In a differentvein, the PKM also implies that targets
-,mayinterpretsome featureof a persuasionattempt as
an intentionaltacticand respondto it accordingly,even
though the agent (marketeror researcher)had not envisionedit as such. This may help to explainwhy effects
achieved via one version of a persuasion strategyare
not reliablyreproducedwhen some featuresof its execution are changedeven "innocently"(e.g., something
in the artworkor video is altered,simple line drawings
are replaced by photos that contain new objects or
characters).These alterations may introduce into the
execution things that audience members react to as if
they were tactics, or they may delete things that had
been thought of as tactics by viewers of the "other"
version.

The PKM clearlyimplies that the differencebetween
a nonpersuasionsettingand a settingin which consumers realize that an agent intends to influence them
should be fully appreciatedby consumer researchers.
This has specialimplicationsfor consumerresearchers
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examining human judgment (as opposed to communication and persuasion), who typically do their researchin situationsthat are nonpersuasioncontexts. In
such studies, researcherspresent people with displays
of informationabout the attributesof variousproducts
or services,and some aspect of the displayedinformation is experimentallymanipulated.However,whilethis
display can be construed as a "message" about the
product,the presentationdoes not resemblea true persuasion attempt. In a persuasion context, the subject
knows the person who constructedthe display did so
withthe full intentto inducethe subjectto believethings
about the various products(which may be only partly
true)or to develop a preferencefor one particularproduct in which the presenterclearlyhas a vested interest.
Indeed, in human judgment research,it is considered
inappropriateif subjectsquestion the objectivityof the
information displays, because the research question
concernshow people make preferencejudgmentsgiven
a set of "known"beliefs about the products.In keeping
with this attempt to control beliefs, the products are
often given unfamiliarnames or attributedto unknown
or unfamiliar marketers.A consequence of all this is
that subjects' tendencies or capacities to respond to
anythingin the "message"as an intentionalpersuasion
tactic are stronglysuppressed.
In spite of this fundamentaldifferencebetween the
context of their researchand a persuasivesetting, consumerresearchers(and others)who study humanjudgment may find it temptingto ignorethat what happens
in the former "benign" settings is not the same phenomenon as what happens in the latter, when known
persuasionagents present potentially biased messages
to warytargets.There are some similarities,of course,
but the differencesbetweenthe benignhumanjudgment
experimentalsetting and persuasionsituations are significantand understudied.For example,it may be easier to engineersome sort of "framing"effectin a benign
settingthan it would be to engineerit among waryconsumers,who havehad opportunitiesto observedifferent
marketersusing such a tactic and to learn about it from
social discourse.The PKM suggeststhat researchprogramsthat move from examininghumanjudgment, or
any other psychologicalresponsethought to be related
to persuasion,in benigncontextsto examiningthe same
effectsin persuasioncontexts would be appropriatebefore generalizationscan be made with confidence.

SUMMARY
The PersuasionKnowledgeModel may offera basis
for gaining added insight about a number of issues related to consumer behavior and social influence processes. In this initial discussion of the model, we have
touched on only a few of these issues. The questions
the PKM raisesmust be addressedby empiricalstudies
using a variety of methods, from traditional experimentation to phenomenologicalinquiry. Throughout
this article, as we explored the topic of persuasion
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knowledge,opportunitiesto broadenthe scope of persuasion researchbecame apparent.An overviewof the
breadth of researchtopics to which the PKM applies
can be envisionedby referringback to Figure 1. It may
be only a slightoversimplificationto saythatthe domain
of priorpersuasiontheoryand researchis limited to the
link betweenthe "persuasionepisode" ellipse and the
topic knowledge/attitudebox in the upper left corner.
That is, the existingtheories have tried to explain how
what happensin a single episode, or repeatedepisodes
in which message content is held constant, influence
audience members'topic beliefs and feelings. The opportunitiesto broaden the domain of theory and empirical researchare, therefore,plentiful (see the rest of
Fig. 1).
These researchopportunitiesinclude examininghow
consumers'persuasionand agent knowledgeare used,
how thesetwo knowledgestructuresareaffectedby what
occursin persuasionepisodes,and how or when targets
use all threetypes of knowledge.Further,the elements
of the model representedin the entire bottom part of
Figure 1 are virgin territory.Theory or empirical researchdirectlydescribingthe beliefsthat marketersand
advertisersuse as a basis for their own persuasionattempts, or how they use that knowledge, is virtually
nonexistent.As persuasionresearcherswe have simply
dependedon observationsof marketers'and advertisers'
overtbehaviors(e.g., the campaignsthey create)for our
inferences about their persuasion knowledge. The
questionsthat can be asked are too numerousto detail
but broadlyinclude the influence of agents'topic, persuasion, and targetknowledge(and attitudes)on their
production of persuasion attempts and the effects of
what agents perceive about targets' responses on the
agents' knowledge and subsequentpersuasion behaviors.

If researchersacceptthis framework,excitingresearch
opportunitiesopen up. The framework'srichnessneed
not, however, imply that theory and researchdesigns
must become very complicated very quickly. That is,
the model does not imply, nor would we advocate,that
researchersshould make an immediate attempt to develop a grandtheory that explains all factorsin an integratedway or to use researchdesignsthat measureor
manipulateall the variableswe have discussed.This is
a context in which careful, programmaticresearchon
questionsof limited scope remainsveryimportant.The
questionsaskedsimplyneed to move beyondthose suggested by previousconceptualizations.
We believe that the perspectivethe PKM offersand
the insightsit promisesshould be especiallyinteresting
to consumerresearchersbecausecopingwith marketers'
influenceattemptsis a centralpartof beinga consumer.
Afterall, the marketeris a known persuasionagent, so
that among all types of social interactionsthe marketplace is a context in which people are apt to be using
persuasion knowledge. Introducing into persuasion
theory a complex factor that had not been previously

considered will complicate researchin the short run,
but this factor may also bring added orderlinessto the
often-disorderlydata from persuasion research. McGuire (1969a) arguedthat pretzel-shapedphenomena
like persuasionprocessesrequirepretzel-shapedtheories;to this we add that hittinga moving targetrequires
as much conceptual ammunition as we can muster.
[ReceivedOctober1992. Revised September1993.]
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